The men's basketball team
upset Northeastern 57-55
last night in Boston. See
related story pa~e 24.
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"Agnes of God"is playing
at Portsmouth's Theatre
By the Sea through February 2. See related story
page 15.
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Cheating scam

on stats exam
By Kris Snow
Suspected widespread cheating on the Economics
525/ Administration 424's final
exam had forced the course's
instructors to exclude the exam
scores in calculating course
grades for the 300 students
enrolled.
The statistics' course grades,
which were withheld pending
a Whittemore School investigation of the alleged cheating,
will be submitted to the registrar's office today, said instructor Peter Royce.
The grades were determined

by averaging the scores of the
two hour exams taken during
the semester, he· said.
However, the investigation
will continue, Royce said.
Whittemore Schooi of Business and Economics Dean
Dwight Ladd said Wednesday
that shortly after the December
18 final exam, there was "good
reason to believe some students
had obtained .a copy of the test
prior to the exam."
Students enrolled in the
course received an IX (grade not
CHEATING, page 10

Hall staff quits:
party problems
-

Two students at the end of the long lines during bookrush show about as much enthusiam
as can-be expected at the prospects of the amount of money that will shortly change hands
in favor of the Barnes and Noble.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

UNH gets $500G Of CO mp ut e rs
By Erica Randmere
More than a half a million
dollars worth of computer equipment was given as a gift to the
University of New Hampshire
from Data General Corporation
this January.
Data General Corporation is
a mini-computer manufacturer
located in Portsmouth.
The donation included an MV
10,000 mini-computer, an 8
Megabyte computer, more than
40 terminals, color graphic
displays, tape drives, disc drives,
printers, software and software
support.
"This gift provides our undergraduate students with valuable state-of-the-art equipment," said Otis Sproul, dean
of the UNH College of Engineering and Physical Sciences.
The ri:rnlti-faceted computer
system will not only be used for
undergraduate work in 400 level
courses but also in upper level
courses and at rare moments for
research according to Sproul.

"We look forward to developing a close working relationship with the ent_ire university
community," saidJames Barnes,
Data General's vice-president
and is in charge of peripherals
development.
"The gift is part of Data
General's overall university
donation program. During the
past six years, we have made
over $8.5 million worth of
donations to universities
throughout the US ... We are
pleased to include UNH in our
program," said Barnes.
"The donated equipment is
a major boon," said Daniel
Bergeron, chairman of UNH's
Department of Computer
Science. "It provides us with
more resources and more computing flexib,~lity in instructing
our students.
Data General is in the process
of locating a product development and light manufacturing
facility in Durham near UNH.
The planned 240,000-square-

By Patricia O'Dell
Two RAs from Christensen
Three Area III residence hall
staff members, including the were also forced out, while
Williamson Hall Director, re- Williamson RA Stephen Jacksigned under pressure at the end son resigned voluntarily.
Kirby Roberts, a Christensen
of last semester.
Bill Currier, Williamson Hall RA, resigned one month before
Director, was asked to resign the end of the semester after
after he admitted to serving beer · university officials broke up an
to underage resident assistants, outdoor party he was attending
(RAs), said a Williamson staff with other Christensen resipa~ge:::::18.::::::::::=~
,-:~m__:_n::i_~:_s~o-ask-ed_t~o-r-em~ain~F~IR-::;.ED~,

foot facility, scheduled for completion in late 1986, is expected
to employ about 1,000 persons.
The Data General facility in
Durham will not only be beneficial to UNH students using
their equipment and looking for
possible job experience but also
for Data General's employees
who would like to take advantage of the University's educational program, according to
Sproul.
"It will be much less painful
for students to do the1r work
done," Bergeron said in referral
to the new computers.
The University has kept maintainance up to improve the
accessibility of computers and
has also developed Computer .
406 and410 computer programs
so that there would be less
overlapping during the use of
computers, according to Sproul.
"The new equipment will
DATA GENERAL, page 9

Daniel' Bergeron, Chairman of Computer Sciences Department
smiles justifibly after receiving a generous donation from
Data General Corporation.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
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Registration . . .
Never Again
By Kris Snow
_
Second semester,- senior year.
This time, I told myself, registration
would be a breeze.
Wearing enough clothes to survive
a hike around the North Pole, I make
the icy ascent up the hill to the Field
House, sloshed through the concrete
maze of halls and stairways to the gym,
and headed straight for my envelope.
No waiting, no problems.

Took off my two pairs of mittens
and, tossed down my I.D. At this rate
I'd be at the bookstore and then home
in rime cu c..acch che end of General
Hospital.
I wasn't even worried when the
woman holding my schedule cheerfully
informed me that I'd only gotten two
courses of the four I had signed up for.
Heck, I'd just march my little orange
priority add card over to the registration
tables, pick up a couple fun classes, and
then take off.
After a little jostling through the
confused swarms, I located a chair. Took
off my hat, unzipped my jacket and
plunked myself down in front of the
Time/Room schedule taped to the
table.
Dropped my jacket and hat on the
flooL
·
Leaned over to pick them up and
banged by head on the table
Sat up, rubbed my sore head, and
flung my arctic attire in my lap. Couldn't
find my registration envelope.
' Stood up to check under the schedule.
Jacket, etc., fell on floor again. Left
them there. I was hot anyway.

1

OPINION
_ Located my envelope on the floor
behind me. My precious orange card
was spared the muddy boot print
generously ground in by a passer-by.
Took a time-out to regroup. Brushed
the dirt off my jacket and hung it on
my chair. Spread the registration forms
in front of me and got serious . I would
make it out of there in 10 minutes.
Scanned the huge mural of course
offerings taped to the closed bleachers.
Squinted. Looked again. Okay, so it
might take 15 minutes. But I'd get out
of there. I would.
Resettle at the other end of the gym,
I had a perfect view. Yup, right above
my hea1 loomed a good dozen open
courses-B9tony and Computer
Science.
Super. Just super for an English
major without the slightest interest
in flora or FORTRAN.
If I wanted humanities, I couldn't
have Food and People. Wanted French?
Scratch philosophy. Geography? There
goes poetry. Maybe I'd just settle for
eight credits worth of phys. ed. courses

Finally escaped the gym 50 minutes
later. I had a dirty jacket and a -lump
on my head. My eyes were blood -shot
from trying to tell ENG from ENT,
and reference numbers from section
numbers. And my neck only workeq.
right if I kept my head tilted to high
bleacher level.
But I got my 16 credits and I got to
the bookstore.
Second semester, senior.year. This
time, I told myself, buying books would
- be a breeze ...

Strange Bedfellows
By Ken Fish
Parietals-the word strikes terror
into the hearts of freshmen and maybe
two upperclass men. According to the
Caboodle, parietal rules mean "overnight occupancy of the same sleeping
facilities of the opposite sex is prohibited."
.
These last bastions of ~exual segregation are also mentioned in the Room
and Board agreement provided by
Residential Life, which students must
sign when they move into an undergraduate residence. What happens if
your date decides to "stay for the
night"?

Probably nothing. Who would bother?
The only reference to parietals made
by my first-year RA was "no person
could stay in a room of the opposite
sex for more than two consecutive
months without paying for their share
of room space."
He gave us only one guideline to
follow: "It's fine as long as you don't
bother your roommate or the people
next door." He suggested oiling the
bed springs or leaving secret signs on
your roommate's board.
RAs assure us it's a "live-and-letlive" policy-parietals are not heldover relics like the recently defunct
17th century New Hampshire law
which says if a couple is caught kissing
in public by more than two people, they
are married by common law (this makes
many of us bigamists; another big
crime).
Why do we have these relics around?
Babcock Hall (for residents over 20)
doesn't have them. But of c~urse, ·

OPINION
they' re older and should know better.
The special interest dorms are co-ed
by room, rather than floor or wing,
but ·then they are totally engrossed in
their special interests, not eachother.
Resi-Life does its best to discourage
dangerously indiscriminate bedhopping by naive freshmen by showing
educational films and having discussions. Many residents find the cartoons
and occasional V .D. scare-films, at
most, amusing and good material to
reassure anxious parents.
Let's go back to the good ol' •cfoys of
house-mothers/fathers. They served
t"he same role as _our modern-day
specialists, the Hall Directors, except
that one of their duties was the bed
check.
Yes, bed-checks; we had them back
in sixth-grade camp and boy-scout/ girlscout group encounters we remember
fondly.
Most of us at UNH are of the age
of consent and the term "statutory
rape" is no longer pregnant with
meaning. Society, although it doesn't
condone it, accepts tasteful promiscuity-apparently Resi-Life does not.
Can you imagine a bed-check today?
Picture your RA hammering on your
door at 11 :00 at night demanding to
inspect for members of the opposite
sex. It probably wouldn't happen; most
RAs, as a rule, aren't hypocritical.
I have one solution in mind: Take
the non-sexist language policy a step
(urther ... Non-sexist housing. They do
it in the real world, why not at UNH?

NEWS IN BRIEF
Tammy case progressing

NH needs new survey

State cash flow "healthy"

Police detectives in Exeter have entered all their
information on Tammy Belanger, who disappeared
Nov. 13, into a computer system for crossreferencing and are ready to turn their case over
to NH state prosecutors.
The investigators must now convince the attorney
general's office to seek an indictment against Victor
Wonyetye, who is the only known suspect in the
case.

State Geologist Lincoln Page said in a recent
interview "New Hampshire may be mineral rich,
but that the state is failing to utilize its potential
for mining those minerals.
"It's about time New Hampshire got off its duff
and financed proper maps and basic geologic surveys
of the state," Page said, adding that New Hampshire
did its last survey back in 1930.
He said a survey today would cost the state about
$5 million and take nearly 10 years to complete.

Georgie Thomas, New Hampshire's new state
treasurer, reported Jan.23 the cash flow within
the state was healthy.
Her report was included with other items to be
presented before Gov. John Sununu and the
Governor's Executive Council for review and action.
The improved cash flow is significant because
;t shows that the balance of readily accessible cash
in banks and investments has increased, allowing
higher investments and less state borrowing.

NH breaks electricity
records

Solid waste out in Epping

The arctic cold hitting the region has caused record
demands for power and electricity usage, according
to Nick Ashooh, manager of external affairs for
the Public Service Company of New Hampshire
(PSNH).
Even though PSNH appeals (Clockwatch 6) to
consumers to postpone their electrical use during
peak hours in the morning and evening, customers
used 1,309 megawatts-100 megawatts more then
the previous record-on Jan. 21.
Ashooh said PSNH does not have enough
generating facilities to always meet the needs of
its customers and "we will be needing to look toward
some new facilities soon."

A six-year old plan to construct a solid waste
disposal site on 500 acres in Epping, NH was
dismissed by the NH State Bureau of Solid Waste
January 3.
-

Clean Communities, a Massachusetts solid waste
disposal firm, has an option to buy the land from
the Epping and Exeter residents who won it.
However, the Bureau of Solid Waste advised one
of the residents that the land was deemed unsuitable
for solid waste disposal

Bond rates to rise

18 ~e; Hampshire's bond rating was raised Jan
y tandard & Poor' s Corp. to AA from A 1.
.
Th~ AA cate&ory says the issuer has "a very stron
capacity to pay mterest and repay principal."
g
The bond rating raise was probably prompted
by a $54 million bond sale. With a higher rating,
the state and communities raising money through
the bond bank should save money by being able
_to sell the bonds at lower interest rates.
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Resid entia l Life
cons iders lotte ry
By Diane Mullin
Ken Fish
Only juniors and seniors
living in undergraduate residence halls will be affected by
a random room lottery which
may be instituted later this
semester, according to Director
of Residential Life Carol Bischoff.
Bischoff said she wanted to
specify just who would be affected by the lottery in hopes
of "keeping the student body
informed.''
Associate Director of Residential Life Scott Chesney said
the decision to have a lottery
would be based upon two factors: how many students want
to come back to on-campus
housing next semester and
admissions office projections
on the number of incoming
freshmen.
Chesney said the lottery decision will be made in early
March.
"The University has to make
a philosophical choice between
juniors and seniors and incoming freshman, toward whom we
have a personal commitment,"
Chesney said. "It makes it easier
on freshmen students to be on
campus." he said.
According to Bischoff, only
graduate students living in
Babcock House ( the graduate
residence) will be guaranteed
housing. The undergraduate
students living there who will
be juniors and seniors next
semester will be included in the
lottery.

Current residents of the eight
"special interest" buildings
considered will not be included
in the lottery either.

rrTh? University has to
ma~e a philosophi cal
choice between Juniors
and seniors and incoming freshman, toward
whom we ha1JR a personal commitmen t. n

Special interest housing consists of the mini-dorms, Huddleston Hall and Smith International Center.
Current residents and students who have paid deposits
for the Undergraduate Apartment Complex will . not be
affected by the lottery.

Students board the Dover bound Kari-Van on Thursday afternoon to take advantage of
the current half price rates.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

K-Van cuts fare till Feb. 2

By W. Glenn Stevens
In a move to make the KariVan bus service more attractive
to UNH travelers, Kari-Van
officials have temporarily cut
• the regular fifty cent one-way
A room lottery was last held fare in half.
in the spring of 1983. After the
lottery was held, 225 students
Nancy Kiibride, Kari-Van
were turned away from on- manager, said the new lower
campus housing. However, 111 fare is "an attempt to attract
of the students who had signed more people," and is somewhat
a waiting list were eventually of an experiment.
offered on-campus housing.

"We wanted to know whether
cost actually has an affect on the
amount of Kari-Van travelers,"
she_sa-id.
Kilbride said results of the
new fare were "Pretty positive,
but it's still to early to tell for
sure."
Students response to the cut
was varied.
Commuters agreed the
twenty-five cent rate is a wel-

come chance to save a few bucks.
But on campus students said a
round trip savings of fifty cents
is not enough to lure them to
travel to Dover or Portsmouth.
The Kari-Van's half-price
deal is in effect from January
20th to February 2nd. Semester bus passes are sold for
$55.00, a price that has not
changed for two years.

MUB pipes burs t and wate r soak s WEN H-TV set
By Julian Brown
Over vacation a frozen radiator pipe in the MUB froze and
burst, sending gallons of water
into Channel 11 first floor
studios and damaging equipment and sets.
John Sanders, Plant Maintenance Director, said on the night
of December 28 a window in the
Cheshire Room was left open
and the radiator beneath it froze.
This caused the burst pipe and
loose water that kept Channel
11 off the air for thirty hours,
said Dorothy Meneghin:, the
station's public information
manager.
"The flood didn't do any
immediate damage to the equipment, but it did shorten the life
of it. We did lose some of our
older equipment th,mgh," Meneghin said.
Channel 11 recently purchased three "state of the art"
video cameras for $125,000 ·each
with a grant they received from
the US Department of Commerce. Meneghin said that
although the cameras were
taken apart to dry after the
flooding , it is fea r ed that the
long-term effects, such as corrosion, will shorten their lives.
Because Channel 11 is a state
institution, the station is not
allowed to get insurance on its
equipment, Meneghin said. The
state feels that money spent for
insurance would override the
cost to replace damaged property, she said.
The water also discolored sets
and caused collapsed ceiling
panels. Station employees now
cover equipment at night, Meneghin said.

Members of the staff of WENH TV, channel 11, spent long hours this week trying to salvage their equiptment after
·
a frozen pipe burst fo the MUB which in turn flooded their basement studios.(Photo courtesy of WENH TV)
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Conan t repair s progre ss
By Kris Snow
Workers are through the
"hard parts of renovations at
Conant Hall and the building
should be b~ck in use by this
coming summer, Project Manager Jerry Ruffner said.

Ruffner said poor weather
delayed construction on the

Ruffner said the contractor, About half of the $1.3
M.G. Allen~ Inc. of Providence, million contracted cost
has removed one floor of the has already been spent
building and erected the steel on the renovations,
framework for the two newfloors.
About 75 percent of the building, which housed the
concrete work has been com- psychology department until
pleted, he said.
last summer.

"The last time they tried to
pour cement the pump froze,"
he said.
Ruffner said the contractor's
schedule (predicted) the project
should be finished by the end
of March . "But I don't ·think
they'll make that (deadline),"
he said.
About half of the $1.3 million
contracted cost has already been
spent on the renovations,
Ruffner said. The final expense
"will probably go a little over"
the $ 1.3 figure, he said.

'Walki ng'cam pus gets walkw ay
By Ken Fish
The pedestrian walkway now
under construction between
Kingsbury Hall and Horton
Social Sciences Center on College Rd. is part of an effort to
preserve the rural, walking
campus environment of UNH,
said Director of Facilities Planning Felix DeVito.

The master plan for the
walkway is an updated version
of an original plan for a pedestrian walkway proposed in 1969.

It was just implemented last
summer when construction for
the new Science building began.
"It's not a new idea, but it's
a good idea," De Vito said.
"Our main objective was to
remove the traffic from that
artery (College Rd.) and find
another route for it," he said ..
"That's already been accomplished."
De Vito said the reason for
the rerouting came from the
danger of traffic to pedestrians.

"There are a lot of students
crossing College Road during
the day, particularly during
class-change times," he said.
"This causes a traffic slow-down
ancl presents a potential danger
to people crossing the road,"
he said.
The latest plans call for the
completion of the walkway in
August, 1986, when the last
stretch of road behind the
Science Center and Kingsbury
Hall connects with the McDa-

A construction worker prepares to put a new cieling in one
of the rooms in Conant Hall as part of the extensive renovations
taking place in the building. (Robin Stieff photo)
niel extension.
"The project is on schedule
and it's on budget, too, because
it was planned into another
major project (The Scie·n ce
Center)," DeVito said. "In a
sense, it's a 'freebie'."
When the project is completed Colle e Road will continue

up straight past Zais Hall, turn
left behind the Science Center
and Kingsbury Hall and connect
with McDaniel Drive. The walkway will also eventually include
the area past Parsons Hall, such
as the roadway in front of

Frater nity house
plans_compl eted
By Ken Fish
The Kappa Sigma fraternity
has developed plans for the
renovation of its Main Street
house, which was evacuated
October 1 of last year for vio~
lat ions of the UNH fire safety
code.
The evacuation was ordered
by the UNH Dep artment of
Safety on September 5, 1984 ,
after an electrical fire fr o m a
light bulb was found smouldering on the second floor. UNH
fire department officials then
stated that the condition of the
electrical wiring in the house
was unsafe. They told 38 brothers to find other housing; the
six house officers were allowed
to remain.
Kappa Sigma Vice-president
Pat Murray said the Kappa
Sigma House Corporation has
taken over the mortgage on the

fraternity house, which is situated o n land owned by the
University, and developed the
blueprints for the renovation.
" They've done up the blueprints, but nothing's been done
yet," Murray said. "It's still up
in the air (as to when construction on the house will begin)."
He said that although the
starting -date for construction
had not yet been set, the house
would "hopefully be opening
up next fall."
Murray would not comment
on the estimated cost of the
house renovation.
Dean of Students William
Kidder said a representative of
Kappa Sigma fraternity told
him that the house corporation
was studying the feasibility of
KAPP A SIGMA, page 17

· Mortar Board
Used Book Sale
Bring in your used books, set your own
price, and Mortar Board will give you
80% of that price if the book is sold. You
can also buy your books here cheaper.

The Russell Square Players from the University of Southern Maine pack their belongings
in readiness to leave UNH after performing Volpone in the recent American College Theatre
Arts Festival hosted here.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
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Prints and Slides '
from the same roll ·.
Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's
professional motion picture(MP) film now
adapted for still use in 35mm cameras by
Seattle FilmWorks. Enjoy micro-fine grain
and rich color saturatfon. Shoot in low or
bright light from 200 ASA up to 1200 ASA.
Get the option of prints or slides, or both,
from the same roll.

------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
-----Happy 19th
Maria

D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film-Kodak 5247•
(200 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to be
able to get color prints or slides (or both)
from the same roll of this quality film.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
ZIP
Mail to: SNttle FllmWoftca
P.O. BoxC-34056 .
Seattle, WA 98124
•1994 Suttle FilntMwkl limit of 2 rols per customer.
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Student nurses score high
By Susan Mudgett
The 1984 UNH nursing program graduates sco_red 261
points above the nat10nal average on the licensing examination for registered nurses.

Their score gave the UNH
program a ranking of eighth
among 378 baccalaureate nursing programs in. the nation.
Not one of the 50 UNH
nursing graduates failed the

WE'RE FlGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

American Heart Association

exam.
"Licensing examination
scores are important indicators
of a program's success and
quality," said Juliette Petillo,
the Nursing Department chairperson.
"We believe the quality of our
classroom and clinical experiences continue to combine for
success," she said.
The nursing program was
recently reaccredited by the
National League for Nursing.
The department offers . a
further program for registered
nurses that enables them to
return to school part time to
earn their bachelor's degree.
Plano have aloo been made to

offer a master's degree program
in the fall.

····················'

Think
Snow!!!

••••••••••••••••••••••WE TAKE EXCEPTION TO WHAT
YOUR MOTHER TAUGHT YOU.
YOU SHOULDN'T EAT EVERYTHING IN FRONT OF YOU.
: . You should avoid foods high in cholesterol. It's a fact, a high blood
cholesterol _level substantially increas~s your chances of developing
heart disease. By cutting down on fatty, rich foods, you can do
, yourself a big favor. You could lower your blood cholesterol level and
, reduce your risk of heart disease.
For more information about a planned and balanced diet, contact
. your American Heart Association. We'll give you some free advice
on how to plan a diet good for life.

People of the UNH
COMMUNITY:
'Tis time to get involved with
the WOMEN'S ARTS &
CRAFTS EXHIBIT ,
Exhibition takes place March
11-15
at the MUB. The next meeting
is Tuesday, February 5 at
12:30
in PCAC A204.Al1 are welcome!

Academy Award winner Timothy
Hutton plays a very new kind of
hero in "Turk 182!" As the fighting
TIMOTHY HUTTON stars i:~ "TURK
mad, hip and resourceful Jimmy · 182.
1 " as Jimmy Lynch, c young man whose
Lynch, he sets out to prove you can crusade to redeem his brother's reputa!ion
battle City Hall to right a wrong. His rallies an entire ci'y ro hi, side.
older brother, a firefighter, is injured my Lynch takes matters into his own
while saving a child from a burning hands. Using only his wits, Jimmy
tenement. But since he was off-duty sets out to prove ~hat you can fight
and having a drink in the local bar, City Hall, and the e ..tire city rallies
an uncaring city bureaucracy has behind the mysterious nusader
known as Turk 182.
refused him a pension.
When the mayor is too busy running
· for re-election to hear his case, Jim-

TIMOTHY HUTTON (right) is Jimmy
L vnch and ROBERT URICH (center) is his
big brother Terry in this rousing adventuredrama.

FRIDAY,January 25
FINE ART PRINT SALE: Features reproductions by the
Old Masters, Impressionists, Surrealists, Escher, Van Gogh,
Oriental Art, Museum Posters and many more at affordable
prices. East/West Lounge, MUB, 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
The 12TH ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PLAYS:
Staged readings of original one-acts by UNH students.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts Center, 1 & 8:30 p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. Wisconsin . Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Admission: Reserved $6; General $5.

SATURDAY,January 26
AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL: New
England Regional. A three-day festival of performance and
workshops showcasing the best in New England's college
and university theater. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center,
1 & 8:30 p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. Wisconsin. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: The Niche is an entertainment
.alternative on UNH campus, featuring live entertainment
every Saturday evening; coffees, teas, and baked goods, and
an informal atmosphere. Dev'ine Gound Floor Lounge, 8
p.m.- midnight. Free Admission.

SUNDAY, January 27
MUSO FILM: "The Quiet Man," Strafford Room, MUB, 7
& 9:30 p.m.

MONDAY, January 28
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: 8:30-11:45 a.m.
and 1:15-4 p.m. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB 5-7 p.m.
Room 4, T-Hall.
·
UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: W.P.A. at UNH and Faculty
Review. Opening Reception. Paul Arts Center, 5-7 p.m.
BASKETBALL: Thompson School Men vs. Daniel Webster
College. Field House, 7:30 p.m. Free Admission.

TUESDAY, January 29
Last day for undergraduates to withdraw and qualify for 3/4
tuition refund.
BASKETBALL: Women vs. Dartmou'th. Lundholm Gym,
7 p.m.

FEBRUARY ME~NS ''MISCHIEF''
FOR MOVIEGOERS

TIMOTHY HUTTON
CAPTURES
NEW YORK CITY
IN "TURK 182!"

Crusader Excites City

PAGE FIVE

is Jimmy
Lynch, a budding artist pushed into
action to fight for his brother's
life-and justice. Recently starring
with Sean Penn and Lori Singer in
"The Falcon and the Snowman",
Hutton has followed his Oscar-winning debut in "Ordinary People"
with extraordinary performances in
films such as "Taps", "Daniel" and
"Iceman".
Hutton prove~ rivetinr

Doug Mcleon is burning up-he's
gettinr dangerously close to college
without hitting a "home run" with
any girl, much less Kelly Preston,
the cutest one in the class. ·Let's face
it-it's the 1950's, and Doug would
settle for a "single". That is, until
Ug city buddy (and screen newcomer) Chris Nash arrives at school and
bets that he can help Doug hit a
grand slam.

A winning cast
The cast of "MiscMef" is particularly hip. Doug McKeon is best
known as the "suck-face" kid in
''On Golden Pond". Kelly Preston,
soon to be seen in the' upcoming
"Secret Admirer", played the luscious damsel in distress in "Metal

Major league mischief
Together, Doug, Kelly, Cl.:is and
Catherine stir up more rowdy "mischief" than little Nelsonville, Ohio
can take in one year. We're talking
major league tomfoolery here:
motorcycles on . sidewalks, cars on
fire hydrants, parents on the warpath, romance on the sly. ln short,
· alf the things that make life worth
living before college.

Joining Hutton in this exciting urban adventure are Robert Urich,
Kim Cattrall, Robert Culp, Darren
McGavin and Peter ·Boyle.

Boy & girl in search of a contact lens.

Storm". Catherine Mary Stewart,
who play·s Chris Nash's girlfriend,
was a smash hit as the lead in both
"Night of the Comet" and "The
Last Starfighter".

. .

"Plea_se, Marilyn-it's been /8 years!"

The cars may have changed, but the
action in the back seat has not!
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
INTRAMURAL ENTRY DEADLINE: Sponsored .
by Recreational Sports Department. Intramural
rosters due Monday, January 28, Room 151, Field
House. Activit-ies include men's and women's
volleyball, bowling, swim marathon and co-rec
· innertube water polo. Rosters available in Room
151, Field House or Commuter/Transfer Center,
MUB. Call Recreational Sports, 862-2031 for more
information.
-

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Open to
all. Grains, cheeses, teas and more available at
inexpensive prices. Monday, and Thursday, Room
141\, Hubbard, 4 to 6 p.m.

USING MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS: Course
instructs users on the concepts, common hardware
components, common ki~ds of so~tware_ and the
operating practices for_ usmg a typ1eal m1<~rocomputer system. Topics mclude the operation and
care of microcomputer equipment and data storage
media. Prerequisite: lntrodu<;tion to Computers
or general computer ex_penence. Wednesday,
February 6 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.

USING TIMESHARING SYSTEMS: Course
teaches skills needed to interact with a typical
timesharing system. Topics include how to use
a computer terminal, and how to connect to a
timesharing system by telephone. Prerequisite:
Introduction to Computers or general computer
experience. Friday, Februar y- 9 from 10 a.n1.. to noon .

Fee is $3.

PEACE RALLY: Sponsored by The Coalition for .
Disarmament & Peace. Friday, Flag Pole, Thompson
Hall, noon.
PORTUGUESE COFFEE _H OUR: Sponsored by
Spanish and Classics. Everyone welcome. Tuesday,
January 29, Tin Palace, 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB OPENING
MEETING: Slideshow, informational meeting,
winter and spring trip early signups. Wednesday,
January 30, Senate/Merrimack Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY SKI WEEKEND: Sponsored
by NH Outing Club. Trip to Jackson, NH, February
2-3. Pretrip meeting, Thursday, January 31, Room
129, NHOC Office, MUB.

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, January
28, Balcony, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m . .
COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge- for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: Course
attempts to give the computer novice the knowledge
foundation needed for all of our "beginning" courses.
Common computer jargon, how a computer works,
and its capabilities and limitations are discussed
and illustrated. Monday, February 4 from 10 a.m.
to noon. Fee is _$3.

GENERAL

By Maureen O'Neil
A main water pipe broke on
Madbury Rd. near Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity leaving about
600 Durham residents without
water · for seven hours last
Monday.
The break occurred M~,mday.
afternoon, according to the
Director of Public Works,
George Crombie, and took seven
hours to repair. Crombie said
close-to-zero temperature._ h::impered the workers and caused
some of the water pumps to
freeze.
Crombie said the bell in the
pipeline (where several pipes

FRIENDS OF THE RUHANI MISSIO~ MEETING: Readings, recordings, etc. from discourses
of the masters on the Yoga of Inner Light and Sound.
Sundays, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.

STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS: Sponsored by
Center for International Perspectives. Informational
meeting with Dr. Michael ?teinberg, Senior
Program Officer of th~ In_stitute ?f Europe~n
Studies. Study centers are m V iena, Freiburg, Madn_d,
Mexico City, Durham, London, Nantes and Pans.
Friday, January 25, Library, 1 p.m.
POT LUCK DINNER - TRIVIAL PURSUIT:
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Program.
Thursday, January 31, 17 Rosemary Lane, U oderwood House, 6 p .m. For more information and
child care reservations, call 862-3647.
DURHAM RED CROSS STUDENT BLOOD
COMMITTEE MEETING: To plan February blood
drive. Anyone interested come to the meeting.
Thursday,January 31, 2 Dover Road, (next to Exxon
Station, Route 108) Durham. 7 n_m. If interested
but un~ble to attend, call 868-275 3.
SIGMA XI LECTURE: Sponsored by Sigma XI
and Women in Engineering with support of Digital
Equipment Corporat!on and Offic7 of t~e Dean,
CEPS. Fluid Dynamics and Artenal Disease by
Dr. Don P . Giddens, Georgia Instituter of Tech- ·
nology. Wednesday, February 27, Parsons 1101,
Tddle.s Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Career Planning Course
For Credit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evening drought
after main breaks

A 2 credit Career Planning Course for UNH Undergraduates
Offered for the Spring Semester of 1984-85.
Learn how to integrate career and educational goals.
Freshmen and Sophomores encouraged to enroll.
Begin early career planning to aid in choosing a major.
Course Title: Career Planning DCB 599C
Listed in the Spring Time & Room Schedule under uDivision
of Continuing Educationn

-------- Registration==============-=-• Course open to undergraduates in both degree and non-degree
programs of study.
• Enrollment available through add card; attend class meeting,
Thur__s.,Jantfary 31, 5:10-7:00p.m., 216McConnell Hall.

meet) cracked because of frost ,
and water came to the surface
causing the road to freeze.
Traffic was rerouted from Madbury Road to Pertee Brook Lane.
"There's a possibility of a
weakness in the pipe since it
was installed 25 or 30 years ago
and could be defective," Crombie
said.
"It wouldn't be cost effective
to replace the pipes, since

che

leaks happen only about once·
every other year," he said.
Crombie said the water loss
was an inconvenience to residents but no major complaints
were made.

A great new book from HUMANinteraction
Subtle winning ways to tell someone they like youl

HowTo
ON
MoNDAY
••••••• if you want a date for Friday.
Nothing attracts people to each other
like certain subtle signals. YOU can
learn what they are and how to use
therrr•••• with CONFIDENCE ~make someone feel you're special. Benefit as
you enjoy reading of the first-hand
experiences of others, like yourself,
trying to attract someone they like.
o, you don't have to be beautiful,
wealthy, popular or unique in any . way
• ••• these tested winning ways do work
for everyone willing to try them.
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you
are afraid to approach someone -- scared you will be
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Perhaps you're missing your chance to meet someone that
you find interesting because you don't know the right
way to go about it. Worry no more.

"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially
for you to overcome these fears and to give you
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness
work for you. Know why "acting out of character"
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of.
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite
a relationship and be sure
that you're using them the
right way.(You'll know you
H<>WTO
know how!) Chapt~also
uncover many sensitive areas'
. no one ever tells you about
but we tell it like it is ••••
with humor and warmth. If ever
you've wanted someone you like
to "want to" know you then
this book is a must! You won't
put it down t i l ~ finished.

flfrtMoo~v

---·

"Hi!"

Box 1091, Shalimar, FL 32579

Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is enclosed. I may return the book anytime within ten
days of delivery for a full refund. : 1Checkenc1osee1

I

I

I

I

Signature
Exp elate
~a~m:e!_~_",c_':_,~_•o__,_
v,-sa_l_l__
''_'_'_'_'_'_'_I
_'_1_1_1_!_

1

N

Ll --. - - -
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Register Now For ...
Aerobics
Women's Body Building/ Weight
Training
And New This Session
Mental Conditioni ng For Sports

Rush Hour:

NE\N ENGLAN D
Presents

FOR SALE

Aerobics
Early Bird:
Lunch Bunch:

PAGE SEVEN

M,W, F
M,W,F
T,Th
M,W
M,W
M,W
T,Th
T,Th

6:30 AM
12:00 noon
12 :30
3:30
4:45
6:00
5:00
6:30

Krista Sherman
Jennifer Durdin
Annette Mudgett
Patty Menger
Lindsey Edmonds
Nancy Morrelli
Pam Walther
Krista Sherman

Field House
NH Hall
NH Hall
NH Hall
NH Hall
Field House
NH Hall
Field House

Women's Body Biulqing/Wei g~t Training
T, Th

6:30 PM

John Squadrone

Field House

The Other Half: Mental Conditioning For Sports
(Begins Feb. 12)
T

7-9 PM

Pete Greider

DATE:

Brought to you by your Recreational Sports Department
Room 151 of the Field House
862-2031 ·

LOCATION:
Tl ME:
PRICE:

1 /31-2/1, Thurs. & Fri.

M.U.B. ·

9am-5pm

$4 each or 3 for $10

ATTENTION FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

ENROLL IN AMERICA'S
LARGEST MANA GEME NT
TRAIN ING PROGRAM
Becoming an officer in today's Army-which also includes .
the Army Reserve and Army National
Guard-requi res getting the right kind of management and
leadership training
What's the best way to get it? By enrolling in America's largest
management training program-Arm y ROTC.
In the Army ROTC 4-year program, you'll acquire discipline
of mind and spirit, and the ability to perform under pressure.
. We call it learning what it takes to lead.
It'll pay off, too. First, during your last two years of college,
when you'll start receving up to $1,000 a year.
And, most of all, on graduation day, when you receive a
commission along with a college degree.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Enroll in Military
Science 414.
Three and two year Scholarships available.
Contact Major Kevin
~ampbell, Zais Hall,
Rm. 203, 862-1078.
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Stude-nt -Truste·e
Election
This person is a full voting member of
The University Systems of New Hampshire
Trustees. UNH receives this seat only once
overy three years. ·

Petitions available starting Feb 4th
For more information or
to pick up your petition
please contact Bill Robidoux
at The Student Senate .office
Rm 130MUB

Election held March 5th & 6th

Commuters
The Student
Senate needs:

Commuter Senators
If you are an off-campus studenl and ·
interested in student government and the
University- stop by Room 130 in the MUB
for an application.

Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1

I Ht: NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 198b
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--DATA GENERAL -.<continued from page 1) .
alleviate some of the trouble, university, according to Sproul.
in a small way, but a lot of the If this motion is passed in the
problems students have in get- near-future it would affect inting a computer is their waiting coming students in 1986.
The new computer equiptill the last minute to do their
ment will arrive at UNH this
work," said Sproul.
He said the computer equip- spring, and until accomodations
ment will allow the University are made for it, it won't be used
to delay in purchasing new next year. The old equipment
which the University is now
equipment.
There has also been discus- using will be allocated to other
sion on requiring students in areas in the University ac~ordcertain programs to bring their ing to Sproul.
own micro-computer to the

·s TVN
General Members Meeting
We need the entire crew to get the semester off on the right foot.
Come see, you wouldn't believe what we are doing!
New members please come.
WE'Rt: FIGHTINC::; FOi<
'yQL:;;~ LIFE

Grafton Room, MUB Wed . .7 p.m.

American Hear~
Association ·

Cfake a Sreak from the Sooks

0 UNH
R

I
.:------'--

9"JUS 9"Jini ceourses
Aerobics
Astronomy
Auto Repair
Ballroom Dancing
Basketry
Blues Harmonica
Cooking Right Along
Dancerclse
Beginning Guitar
Massage
Meditation
Quilting
Sign Language
Tai Chi Chuan
Yoga

E
N
T

9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Place:

Student Activities
Programming Office
Room 126
Memorial Union (MUS)

Phone:

862-1001

Fee:

Due at Registration

Be a part of ORIENTATION f85
It's a job; it's an adventure!

We at Orientation, are looking for creative, dynamic, and diverse individuals
with good communication skills to be members of ORIENTATION '85.
Help new students adjust to the UNH experience. Learn teamwork,
interpersonal and leadership skills. Utilize and improve your creative
and oommunication abilities. This summer, enjoy a fun and rewarding

Registration
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Dates:
January 28, 29 & 30
Time:

FRESHMAN
ORIENTATION
STAFF

N

.· .. ,..,,.

. . i,

job!

/ . . . ~''.\·,.

. .,

"

.

,• l
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CHEATING-----ERII
FIELD EXPERIENCES
Job #
84191
84302
84275
84215
84194
84180
-84185
84253
84251
84254
84247
84249
84188

Deadline
2/1
2/1
2/ 1
2/1
1/ 31
1 /31
1 /31
1 /30
1 /30
1 /25
1 / 25
1 / 30
1 /30

Type

Still

Availa~~~ation

Executive Councilor Aide
Marketing Assistant
Night Operator (radio station)
Engineering Aide
City Interns
Marketing Aide
Small Business Intern
, Legislative Intern
Organizing Intern
Planning Interns
Marketing/Communication Aide
Accounting Assistant
·
Radio Sales

Concord, NH
Rochester. NH
Dover, NH
Westboro, MA
Local City
Concord vicinity
Campus
Campus/Manchester
Campus/Manchester
Local City
Plaistow, NH
Newburyport, MA
Local

Pay
work study
$5.00/hr
$3.35/hr
competitive
pay or volunteer
$4.00/hr
none
expenses paid
expenses paid
pay or volunteer
$4.00 / hr
$8-.00 / hr
oaid

Contact: Field Experience office
Verrette House 862-1184

available) on their report cards.
Ladd could not be reached for
further comment yeasterday.
Royce said there is still considerable discussion over the
alleged cheating, and although
grades will be issued, there are
"contin ency plans" for certain

Summer Jobs

SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCES
AVAILABLE FOR
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS

APPLY NOW

1

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC-SOUTH AMERICA-THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENE ROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 A.meric.ans
Japan, Africa, The South
- not including members of
Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services - are· America ... nearly every part
now living overseas . These
of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Companies and
· e v e -r y poss i b 1 e act iv iGovernment agencies
ty .. .construction, engineeremploying personnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accounthe unskilled la borer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
man or woman.
government, etc.-etc. And
( 4). Firms and organizamany are earning $2,000 to
tions engaged in foreign con$5,000 per month ... or more!
struction projects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, mining, oil refining,
portunity to apply for
engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we
teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil(5). How and where to aped a new and· exciting direcply for overseas Government ·
tory on overseas employjobs.
ment. Here is just a sample
(6). Information about
· of what our International
summer jobs.
· Employment Directory
(7). You will receive our
covers.
Employment Opportunity
( 1). Our International
Digest ... jam-packed with inEmployment Directory_ lists formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship comopportunities. Special secpanies, both on the east and
tions features news of
west coast. You will be told
overseas construction prowhat type of positions the
jects, executive positions
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching opportunities.
such as deck hands,
90DayMoney
restaurant help, cooks,
Back Guarantee
bartenders, just to name a
Our International Employfew. You will also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
· several Employment Apwith this guarantee. If for
plication Forms that you . any reason yo_u do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas employment or you
companies you would like to
are not satisfied with the job
work for.
offers ... simply return our
(2). Firms and organizaDirectory within 90 days and
tions employing all types of
we'll refund your money propersonnel in Australia,
mptly ... no questions asked.

(continued from page 1)
situations.
"There is a ~mber (of students) who I'm sure made an
honest effort" on the exam,
Royce said. "We have to make
sure they have consideration."
Royce said grades could be
charn:red on a sub·ective basis,

Job#

Deadline

Type

Location

Pay

84278
84271
84265
84279-A
84258
84224
84205

2/22
Z/22
2/4
2/22
2/15
Z/1
2/22

Theater Instructor (Sun, .. er Camp)
Arts Instructor (Sunwner Camp)
Huseum Intern
Production Intern (TV)
Costume Intern
Publie Relations Intern
Public Relations Intern

Elmer, NJ
Larchmont, NY
Washington, DC
Boston, MA '
New York, NY
Holderness, NH
New York, NY
c.,. ... .,..a .-d , !\JI.I
'Natick, MA
Exeter, NH
Aiken, SC
Boston, MA
Meredith, NH
Greenland, NH
Danbury, CT
Cinc inn a ti, Ohio
Boston, MA
Portsmouth, NH

$600+R&B
varies+R&B
$6 .00/hr
$10.00/ day
$3. 35/hr
negotiable
$1000/month

0....QOO

A

84290-A
84269
84268- A
84169-A
84250
84262
84304-A
84233
84296-A
84272
84246-A
84264
84285-A
84303-A
84231-A
84297-A
84294-A
84287-A
84283-A
84282-A
84300
. 84208-A
84274
84273
84221
84202

::J , I J.$.

r:..;. ...... .,,, D .i.• l •-,.i• "-

2/15
2/11
Z/8
2/1
2/20
2/10
2/15
2/10
3/15
2/1
2/11
2/1
2/ 15
2/ 15
1/25
2/ 15
2/ 15
2/15
2/ 15
2/15
2/ 22
4/ 1
2/28
3/ 1
2/ 15
2/ 27

Research ~ide
Mosquito Control Worker .
Ecological Research Assistant
Horticultural Aide
field Biologist
Nursery Assistaot
Chemical Engineering Aide
Chemical Eng. Aide (Product Dev. )
Computer Science Aide
Data Processor/ Trainer
Computer Science Intern
Solar Energy Researcher
Math Aide
Mechanical Engineering Aide .
Astronomy Intern
Electrical Engineerir.g Aide
Forestry Technician
Civil Engineering Aide
Medical Lab Aide
Customs Inspector-grad student only
Park Manager
Admin i stration Intern
Sales Intern
Marketing Assistant
Accounting Operations Intern
Administration Intern

9n~d

q p

1 a.,.,,

$6 .00/hr
$4. 75/hr
$150/wk
$4 . 25/hr
$1200 to $1500
good pay
good salary
competitive
$6,00/ hr
$201-$216/wk
comoetitive
Waltham, MA
sal~ry offered
Golden, CO
$6.00/ hr
Cambridge , MA
$6.00/hr
Newport, RI
Aricebo / Puerto Rico varies
$6 .00/hr
Boston, MA
$6.00/ hr
Loring AFB, ME
$6.00/ hr
Groton, CT
$6 . 00/ hr
Brockton, MA
over $6 . 00/ hr
Boston, MA
$150/ wk+housing
Biddeford , ME
exce-llent +Lravel
MA& other lac.
$7 .00/ hr
Burlington, VT
$7. 25 / hr
local area
excellent
Pittsburgh, PA
$6.00/ hr
Concord, NH

For more details and to become eligible for these
and other FIELD EXPERIENCES, call 862-1184
or visit Verrette House.

like kn0w ledge of a particular
students' situation. Or WSBE
could offer a new exam, he said.
Either way, Royce said students must "come forward" if
they are concerned about their
final grade.
Withholding grades did inconvenience the entire class "for
the sake of 10 percent (who may
have cheated)," Royce said. For
example, the course is a prerequisite for other WSBE courses,
he said: students need their
grades.
But while some students need
grades, others may need pun. ishment, said Professor of Management Marvin Carson, who
taught the course with Royce.
"We want to punish anyone
involved (in the suspected cheating)," Carson said. "I also want
to maintain the integrity of the
course."
UNH junior Carl Leubsdorf
said he was asked how and with
whom he studied for the exam,
and whether or not he belongs
to a fraternity.
"I think it's ridiculous that
10 or 20 people (who may have
cheated) can hold up the grades
of 300 people," said Leubsdorf,
who belongs to Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Anyone proved to have cheat. ed on the exam should be
"kicked out of school," he said.
Bryan McPherson, a sophomore, said dropping the exam
scores will hurt certain students
and suggested the whole class
be graded on a pass/fail basis.

STUDENT NOW ACCOUNT
ADVANTAGE 24

+
- A+BANKING
Our Student NOW Account , together with our 24 hour
hour Automated Teller, earn perfect grades when it comes
to banking convenience! Seacoast's Student NOW Account
features a low monthly fee just right for a student's budget
and Advantage 24 fits in to any school schedule ... it's
open all the time! Get off to a flying start this school
year with Seacoast's Student NOW Account.

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
· Please send me a copy of your International Employment
DlreetorJ. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash .... check .... or money order .... for your

DlreetorJ.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _- e - - - , - - - - - - - - - ptease print

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ APT #_ _ _ _ _ _ __

C~

~llE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZW

International Employment Directory 1984

Seacoast
Savings Bank
Dover and Durham, New Hampshire

749-2150 868-1022
Member of F.D.I.C.
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LINH REC SPORTS ANNOUNCES A NEW COURS( BEGINNING FEB 12 .... .

So· Glad
You're Back

THE' OTHER HALF:

mEn TBL COilDITIOilIIlG
FOR SPORTS
From Olympic stor to recreotionol olhlele,
we often notice thot mentol factors make the
difference between performing up lo our potential or being frustrnted by o 'bnd day·_
In this class, porticiponts will leorn to use
and proctice mental skills used by olympic
athletes to enhance their performance_

See You
at

GOAL SETTING, MEDITATION, VISUALIZATION,
DEALING WITH NEGATIVE ATTITUDES, RELAXATION
TRAINING, SELF-HYPNOSIS, AND CONCENTRATION
SKILLS will be the bosis of the course_
Emphasis will be on the prncticnl. · Students
will come owoy from the course with specific
mentol conditioning techniques which, when used
regularly, will help them achieve a much higher
level of performonce ond enjoyment_

·n urhaID Red Cross

THIS.COURSE WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAYS, FEB. 12 to MAR. 12, FROM 7-9PM, IN'
CALL 862- 2031 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
THE Fl ELD HOUSE.

ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 10.

Valentine Blood Drh(e

REACHING OUT ...

MEDICAL
LAB
INTERNS
The Air Force can make you an
attractive offer - outstanding
compensation, plus opportunities
for professional development. You
can have a challenging practice
AND time to spend with your
family while you serve your country. Find out what the Air Force
offers Medical Lab Interns.
Contact:

Captain John Dobis

Become a
Resident
Assistant

Interest
Sessions:
Area I - 2/5
Area II - 2/4
Area Ill - 2/3

6:30-8 pm Jessie Doe Lounge
6:30-8 pm Devine Lounge
4-6:30 pm · Hubbard Rec. Room

(603)431-2060
(Collect)

(Applicants must attend one of these sessions)

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE YOUR R.A.
OR CALL AREA II OFFI.CE
A peatwayoflife.
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Editorial
The Court and the kids
The new year has settled in around us
quite comfortably and already several items
of interest have been brought forward in
the various media.
Among these are the inauguration of the
president, the fiftieth such gala event, and
the Supreme Court ruling allowing high
school teachers and administrators to search
students' possessions or lockers if they have
.. reasonable suspicion" thar the srndern
is in possession of something illegal. The
focus of the decision was drugs. The
implication is far more frightening.
These two events are inexorably linked
in the constitution of The United States.
This document that gives us the strongest

Parking
To the Editor:
Hey look, folks! They stuck it to
you again! During semester break,
while no one was looking, they
wiped out all the parking spaces
there used to be along McDaniel
Drive. The loss of these spaces just
about negates the first feeble steps
the Parking and Traffic Committee
took last summer to provide more
spaces by re-striping the lots.
I phoned the Public Safety department and was told that removing the spaces was not the
Parking and Traffic Committee's
decision, but rather that of the
"UNH administration." This
wasn't a very good answer, but I
decided not to press the inquiry for
fear of getting into a pointless
shouting match with some bureaucrat or secretary.
Frankly, if I was responsible for
yuch a decision, I'd try very hard

and most capable democracy in the history
of government also protects us from
unreasonable search and seizure.
The problem with both the original
protection in the constitution and the recent
Supreme Court ruling is not the intent of
the law but the lack of definition. Since
the ruling states explicitly "reasonable
suspicion," it lines up perfectly with the

effect makes high school students second
class citizens by applying a broader definition of the law to them than applies to
everyone else in the country.
The danger of this decision is that it could
condition these younger people to willingly
accept the curtailing of their rights in the
future.
It is imperative that the youth of a nation

01iginal dau5c in the Con.stitution prohib-

with .such high ideals as the United States

iting unreasonable search and seizure. But
the previous standard for searching possessions was probable cause, and for the
majority of our population this qualification
still holds true.
This decision by the Supreme court in

be raised to believe in, and be a part of,
these ideals and rights. If, as the President
said, we are "poised for greatness" it will
be these youngsters that see that greatness
to fruition. They rriust believe in the goal
in order to achieve it.

to remain anonymous. What do we
gain by this move, when we need
every parking space we can get?
Are we supposed to feel safer?
Not one less dorm resident will
.walk across McDaniel Drive because
of this decision. Are those responsible worried that someone will dart
out between parked cars into the
path of an oncoming vehicle? I
think pedestrians should bear the
burden of looking both ways before
crossing the street. That's what we
we~e all taught as kids, right?
Besides, who's going to run out
from between cars parked along
that stretch from the Hubbard
entrance down to Mill Road, where
there are no dorms? Perhaps some
bureaucrat is worried that one of
those pine trees will uproot itself
without warning and dash into the
road.
Maybe somebody was worried
that the parked ca.rs would impede
traffic flow. I don't see how, though,
since everybody always parked well
off the travelled portion of the
roadway- usually even farther
away than the faded parking stripes

used to permit. Beyond that, I don't
see how parallel parking along
McDaniel Drive is any more of a
nuisance than it is along Main Street
on the downtown business district,
and nobody's talking about banning
parking there..
- Maybe somebody just decided
that a bunch of "no parking" signs
would look prettier than all those
messy cars. I know there are safety
and eco-freaks in the administration
who want to ban all cars from the
center of campus, so long as they
don't lose their own choice parking
spaces.
This is just another sad example
of the mismanagement of campus
parking. And it's so typical that the
decision was quietly carried out
during a vacation, when no one was
in much position to complain.
Unfortunately, we've never been
able to regain parking spaces once
they've been taken away. However,
I think The New Hampshire, The
Commuter Advocate, and the student and faculty legislative bodies
should pin down whoever's responsil?le and make them squirm.
John Graham

The Nnr Hampshire
wants to know what you think. If you have a complaint,
suggestion or comment about the newspaper or anything else
around you WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR.
All letters must be typewritten, no longer than two and one
half pages, include your current phone number and be signed
with your legal name.
Although we try to print all letters received we are limited
by space. If your letter does not appear in the issue immeadiately
following its submission be patient, we will try to print it as
soon as we can.
Submit letters to:
The Editor
The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB
University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824

Areal/I
To the Editor:
All of the parents, children and
staff want to thank Area III for a
wonderful Christmas party at the
Catholic Student Center. You were
all most generous to the children
from the Dover Day Care Learning
Center. The kids are still talking
about how much fun they had with
those big kids!
Jane Grota
Director

Thanks

Chi for having the children over
for a fun hayride last semester. They
really gain so much from different
experiences such as this. We all
really appreciate your concern and
interest in our Center.
Jane Grota
Director

Subscribe
to

The
New
Hampshire

To the Editor:
The staff and children at the
Dover Day Care Learning Center
want to thank Sigma Nu and Alpha
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University Forum
Ending On-Campus Crowding
The room selection planning process for fall 1985
has begun. A high priority is being placed on
alleviating the overcrowding and establishing and
maintaining a quality of life in the residence halls
that will complement the quality institution which
the halls are here to support.
Overall, the residence halls are a good place to
live and an excellent value. Seventy-six percent
of the students have consistently indicated they

The latter exclusion is to preserve the integrity
of these special programs. Those selected out could
apply for a waitlist and o.ffers for housing would
be made from this list during the summer as
cancellations are received. The number of students
to be elected out would not be known until
applications are received in early March. Students
would know the results of a lottery before Spring
Break.

By Carol Bischoff
concluded the above is the fairest and most
educationally sound way to proceed.
This plan should enable us to open the fall
semester with no students in lounges and a reduced
number in triples. Initial overassignment to
compensate for no-shows will be assigned to triples,
not lounges. This will free our lounges for their
intended purposes: for study, recreational and
programming use. This will allow hall staff to

recommend the halfo a3 a good place to live. For

tMa!Jlbh a g1taltl ::,c:11::,c uf 1..uuunuuhy au-1uug d1~

the past several years, increasing numbers of
returning students have opted to remain in oncampus housing. This factor plus a small increase
in the freshmen class has resulted in a significant
overdemand for housing. The new apartment
complex is p'"nviding more space for juniors and
seniors, but tL.;: popularity of these units also means
more of these students who might have· moved off
campus may now remain on campus.
In the late 60s and 70s there was a clear trend
of students living off campus but that has changed
dramatically at many colleges including UNH. We
now house 94 % of the freshmen, and overall more
than half of the full-time students enrolled.
The Department of Residential Life is developing
plans to re-establish a quality of life in the residence
halls that is unattainable if serious overcrowding
continues. Our commitment has always been and
will continue to be to enable each on-campus resident
to have a quality living and learning environment
in the halls. To achieve this goal we plan to
consciously limit the number of residents rather
than housing all freshmen and returning campus
students regardless of the impact. However, all
freshmen applying for housing by the May 1 deadline
will continue to be guaranteed housing. In fact,
we are now assuring new freshmen of two years
of housing if they meet the stated deadlines each
year.
The Room Draw process being proposed for the
traditional residence halls would incorporate a
random and independent lottery to limit the number
of room commitments for the fall semester. The
lottery will include juniors and seniors applying
for housing who do not have confirmed spaces in
the new apartments or special interest housing.

residents and thus a_sense of pride in their living
area.
We are proceeding with plans to furnish the
previously occupied lounges with appropriate lounge
furniture which will be a real plus for these living
areas.
Providing additional study space on campus is
a priority and our efforts are meant to address this
need. In addition, the quality of life in the previously
overassigned halls will be enhanced. Individual
students will not have to live in lounges one or
two semesters and entire floors will be able to use
their lounges, which will result in an improvement
for all campus residents.
In an effort to limit the number of students who
may need to be selected out by a lottery we are
discussing the possibility of increasing the housing
deposit from $100 to $200. Our cancellation rate
increased by 20% last year and it's apparent the
$100 is insufficient to determine a firm commitment
from students. The non-refundable deposit is due
in March and is applied to the fall semester's room
rent.
Students, aJministrators, the Residential Life
and Dining Council, and the housing sub-committee ·
of the Parents' Association have been consulted
on the above issues. At this time there is strong
support for the plans although final decisions are
yet to be made. As plans develop, additional
information will be available from the Residential
Life and Dining Council as well as the Office of
Residential Life.

''The Department of
Residential Life is developing plans to re-establish
a quality of life that is
unnattainable if serious
overcrowding continues."

As in the past, the Commuter/Transfer Center
will assist students in varied ways to find off-campus
housing that meets their needs.
Various alternative groups have been suggested
in lieu of the returning juniors and seniors. However,
after extensive input over several years we've

A Response to John Q. Public
"That guy is bitter. He's just plain bitter. He
must hate people."
No, these words were not directed at some
demento who graffitied up the Five Rings at the
L.A. games/show, nor at some fed-up father who
stuffed a smirking Cabbage Patch Kid head-first
into the toilet. Rather, they refer to writers who
vent their venom in newspaper forums. Locally,
myformerco-editor Dan Landrigan, and on a grander
scale, the notorious Mike Barnicle.
Critics, hecklers, and other disgruntled voices
of John Q. Public tend to harp on a perceived lack
of compassion evinced by these writers. Have these
rather irritating men no sense of humanity?
Decency? Discretion? Sentiment? Have they no
dignity or grace? It is indeed painful to have one's
most dearly won values exposed like flesh, held
up for inspection, and ridiculed.
The reactions to writing stripped of tact are so
vehement as to suggest f~ar. Averring that another
human is devoid of humanity is pretty serious stuff.
We should examine our gut reactions to these
"tr{iths" we read. We have persevered for a long
-rime, holding these values, so we must be convinced
of their worth. We need to be convinced that a
satirical whipping cannot diminish the power of
those values.
Are we afraid, then, that exposure will reveal
how very far from our ideals we often fall, both
as individuals, and while lumped together as
"humankind"?
I believe, folks, that to condemn a writer for lack
of compassion is to ignore a truth: a writer's choice
to write makes a lack of compassion a contradiction
in terms. One of my very dearly won values is to
believe that all writers, at the core, are humanists.

Yeah, okay, they have ·an awful funny way of
showing it, picking on starving Biafrans. We may
not agree with their particular vision of humanity,
by their highlighting of certain embarrassing
weaknesses or foibles. Maybe we don't see these
"weaknesses" at all. It doesn't matter. What does
matter is that their is life after (and behind) satir~

"If you argue in favor
of plain old manners let
me remind you that there
are plenty of more powerful (and profitable)
ways -to exploit pain than
by writing a newspaper
column."

Carol B1fcho.f/ If Director o/ Refidential/4/e at UNH

By Mic/Jelle Evanf
I can be a cynic. And cynicism, any time I've
encountered it, has masked a great, imperilled hope.
For example, I believe that social regression can
overcome progression at the flip of a coin. I say
this because I see places like Iran, where under the
Shah, bad as he was, gains were being made in the
areas of literacy and women's rights. Now, teenaged
soldiers volunteer for suicide squads. As a cynic,
I might satirize this violation of human rights,
all by way of pointing out how very fragile our own
social gains are. If this satire was too subtle, I might
appear to be heartless. But it is only because I believe
that this_agility must be recognized to be guarded.
In order to adhere to any value, you must first
be able to peer into its dark antithesis.

If you argue in favor of plain old meanness, let
me remind you that there are plenty of more
powerful (and profitable) ways to exploit pain than
by writing newspaper columns. No, a writer
communicates. Do not dismiss the communications
because at first they rankle and discomfort and
offend. If you are willing to wade through the charade
of nonchalance, and the flip red herrings, you may
find that (s)he agrees with you.

Michelle EvanJ If the /ormer NewJ Editor o/the New
Ham_jJJhire.
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· MUSO presen ts in the UNH MUB PUB . .

Friday, Januar y 25, 1985
· Studen ts $4.50 Public $7 .50
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Saturd ay, Januar y 26, 1985
Movie Night
with
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Cover Charge $1.75
Wear a hat with a musicia ns name
and get $1.00 off!!

MUST BE 18 YRS. OR OLDER: UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED
DOORS OPEN AT 8 P.M.
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Arts & Features
Religious Drama At TBS
By Diane Mullin

Agnes of God is now running
at Portsmouth's Theater by the
Sea until February 2.
Agnes of God is both intriguing and mysterious.
The cast consists of threewomen, a psychiatrist (Tanny
McDonald), a Mother Superior
(Sylvia Short) and a nun (Lynn
Goodv.rin). All three actresses

"Agnes of God" is playing at Theatre By The Sea through February 2.
(Courtesy of Northlight Photography)

are seasoned professionals and
have a number of impressive
credits to their names.
The set, designed by Mark
Pirolo, is a very simplistic
version of the doctor's office,
consisting of only two chairs
and an ashtray.
The back wall is a sometimes
translucent grey through which
the audience is occasionally
allowed to view Sister Agnes
in the waiting room.
The lighting, designed by
Michael Orris Watson, plays a
very important part in the set
and is extremely effective.
The play begins with Doctor
Martha Livingstone alone on
stage. She reveals to the audience in the first of a series of
moving monologues that she
·has been, as court psychiatrist,

assigned to determine the sanity point being their compassion
of a young nun who has appar- and desire to help Agnes. Thefr
ently given birth to and killed views on Agnes and how to help
a baby in the convent a few her are completely conflicting.
nonths earlier.
Finally Dr. Livingstone gains
It is when Agnes' Mother enough control and trust from
Superior, Miriam Ruth, ent~rs Agnes to allow her to hypnotize
the office that the play begms the young nun.
Both hypnosis scenes are
to develop into a complex study
of several important and deep extremely powerful:
Goodwin turns in a chilling
issues such as religion a~d faith
as opposed to science and ra- performance when Agnes retional explanations of mother- enacts the birth under hypnosis.
daughter relationships.
·,
Although both the Mother
Lynn Goodwin is tremendous and the doctor seemed to have
as the almost unbelievably naive -developed and learned through
young girl who has been so the expereince of Agnes' psysheltered that she does not even choanalysis, the play appropseem to know how she has been riately ends with a question.
. impregnated.
It delves deeply into all of its
Her conversations with the ideas and forces the audiece to
doctor reveal, little by little, her think through them along with
past, and consequently her way the characters. However, it deals
with so many-complex ideoloof thinking.
.
gies that it cannot hope for a
As the second act progresses,
single answer.
Livingstone becomes comThe Theater by rhe Sea is just
pletely obsessed with Agnes'
a short walk from the Portscase. She even stops her obsesmouth Parade Kari-van stop.
sive chain smoking.
It is at this point in the drama
that the doctor and Mother
Miriam Ruth confront one
another. The characters are on
the opposite ends of the spectrum with the only common

Full time UNH students are
·offered RUSH tickets by the
theater. After presenting a
UNH I.D. a half hour before the
performance, the ticket price
is -$5.00.

Potluck Record Reviews:Take Your Pick!
"Space" is a slow, dreamy
number, while "Well I Don't
Know" is another upbeat song.
On the flip side of the album
one finds "Too Late For Goodbyes," a reggae song which is
one of the best on the album.
In "Lonely" Lennon gets
moody, but a tasteful sax solo
by Michael Brecker manages to
lighten it up.
Julian Lennon
Valotte
Atlantic

"Say You' re Wrong" is quick
and jumpy, while "Jesse" is a
smooth, bouncy number that is
really enjoyable.

Bob Dylan
Real Live
Columbia

When news of this album first
The last song is "Let Me Be,"
Last summer, Bob Dylan
came out fans of John Lennon a slow Southern blues song
embarked on a huge comeback
we,re pretty skeptical.
complete with slide guitar. But tour through Europe,~following
- They assumed Julian aad - it really doesn't fit in with the
As one can hear iriReal Live
some producer were just cashiqg rest of the album. It probably the album compiled: from that
should
have
been
left
out
altoin on his name and that the
tour, the shows must have been
mhsic on the album wouldn't gether.
brilliant.
be, worth listening to.
Produced by longtime Who
Julian Lennon-had quite a bit
?They have been proven . of studio ~elp_with this album.
his 1983 album lnfidets, Dylan's
wrong.
best album in years.
Horns adorn every song like · and Stones soundman Glyn
Valotte is a crisp, upbeat Christmas tree ornaments, and
Johns, Real Live is_ a breath of
album well worth spending there are a lot of keyboards.
fresh air compared to most live
some time and money over.
This is definitely not an discs. Unlike other concert
The title track is what many album for metalheads, as the albums, Real Live isn't a looking
feared from the album. It is a guitars are sparse through most back celebration of an artist's
slow and gushy pop song. "Va- of the album.
past. Rather it's a no-holds
lotte" is nice but that is all.
barred set of ten songs delivered
It is without question a pop
The next song, "O.K. For album. The music is simple, and with a powerful punch.
It's the 1984 version of Bob
You," is exactly the opposite Lennon will not win any PuDylan as he ruthlessly infuses
however.
litzers for his lyrics, but it is a old standards with dynamic
It is fast and funky with some real crisp arrangement, with a energy.
horns thrown in to liven it up lot of varie_ty to the songs.
The final product is as rocking
even more.
All in all it's a snappy album. an album you' re likely to hear
this year_ .
"On The Phone"is a slow
standard rocker with a full sound
BY THOMAS ROUGHAN
For the tour, Dylan assembled
and bebop vocals.
an impressive backup band led

by ex-Stones guitarist Mick track on the album, one would
Taylor. This ample support have preferred more material
allows us to focus not only on included from Infidels with· an
Dylan the artist but also on obscure oldie or an unreleased
Dylan the rocker.
song thrown in.
"Highway 61 Revisited" reNevertheless the two songs
ceived the' initial radio airplay from Infidels do their studio
and it's easy to see why.
versions justice. Taylor's solo
Feuled by Taylor's rockibilly on "I and I" would make Infidels'
guitar licks and Colin Allen's guitar whiz Mark Knopfler
crisp drumming, the son is one proud.
.of the record's scorching tracks.
Even stronger is "License to
The stomping "Maggies's Kill" which shows Dylan at his
Farm" is just as fun as the 1964 best as he relentessly spits out
version while the guest guitar killing verse after verse.
J picking of Carlos Santana enTake Real Live for what it
livens "Tombstone Blues."
·is-Bob Dylan the unique artist,
Perhaps best of all is the wcker and performer all
surprise rocking treatment blended together in one sizzling
which "Masters of War" gets. record.
One can only hope that this
Although this 1962 folk dassic' s music has been improvised, year, US concert halls will
its stunning lyrics still hold up receive more of the same.
and ring true-"A work war can
. :t}Y BILL MILLIOS
be won/ You want me to believe ... And I hope that you die/
And·your death will come soon."
. Jet ;the:acoustic "It ain't me
babe" is the album's centerpiece.
With the crowd joining in
during the rousing chorus, the
song proves that at heart Dylan
is still an amazing folk artist
who can stimulate his audience
as few performers can. "Tangled
up in blue" and "Girl from the
North Country" are the album's
other solo tracks.
The former is a stripped
down version of one of Dylan's The Red. Hot Chili Peppers
greatest songs while the latter The Red Hot Chili Peppers
traditional folk classic has Enigma/EM! America
evolved into a Dylan stage
The Red Hot Chili Peppers
·favorite.
have been playing the club scene
The album 's only dissap- ·
pointment is in the song selec~ PEPPERS, page 16
tion. While there'.s not a weak

-
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Edd ie Goe s To Hol lywo od

Murphy riever hesitates to
Two incredibly clumsy Bevhis mind. His brashness
speak
starring
Cf!P,
Bev~rly Hills
erly Hills police officers, Roseis the source of the movie's
Eddie Murphy, Lisa Eilvacher wood and Taggart, enhance this
comedy. In one amusing scene
Judge Reinhold, John Ashto~ comedy.
"ie convinces the snobbish desk
and Stephen Birkoff. Directed
They wish to assist Murphy
by Martin Brest.' Screenplay in the Tandino case, yet are-torn " clerks at the Beverly Wilshire
by Daniel Petrie, Jr. Para- between Murphy's often ille~al Hotel to ~ive him a room.
Nothing keeps Murphy trom
mount Pictures, rated R.
"detective methods" and stand· his investigation.
B y S u z a n n e F o r t e s c u e ard police procedures.
His arr~st for "gun possession
Supporting actress Lisa EilvIn Beve;ly Hills Cop, Eddie
and disturbing the ·peace," nuMurphy is Axel Foley, the acher visually enhances the
merous mean body guards, and
Chicago cop. Throughout the movie. She is strikingly attracthe police are only a few of the
movie, he pursues the brutal tive. But she weakened a potenobstacles he manages to overmurderer of his hoodlum friend tially strong character with her come.
' limited acting ability.
Tandino.
Murphy's talent as a comeThe movie may offend some dian is evident through his
Murphy stops .at no end and
impersonat ion as a sensitive
breaks endless regulations with- viewers.
Murphy uses four letter words Black, a gay, and a florist.
in a remarkably rigid police
almost constantly throughout
A strip-tease joint scene with
department to crack this case.
the movie.
up
two on_-duty Beverly Hills cops,
beaf
a
in
· He drives around
Some brutal shooting takes the use of bananas to avoid
old Chevy and appears in sweatplace.
police and a destructive buffet
underwhile
shirts and jeans
The muv it: Mc11. t.:, out .:,loW' and scene m the private Howard
cover at exclusive Beverly Hills
· misleads the viewer, but pace Club are just a few of the movie's
establishments.
picks UJ? a~d remains throu~h- comical highlights.
frequently
his
made
He has
Beverly Hills Cop offers
worn Mumford Phys. Ed. t-shirt o~t, buildmg up to a surprise
amusement and violence similar
famous; Mumford is over- _ climax by the end.
The soundtrack is much the to Murphy's other hit movies,
whelmed with order requests.
Incidentally , director Martin same as the plot; it improves Forty-eight Hours and Trading
·
as the movie progresses.
Places.
Brest is a Mumford Alumni.
Showing the eclectic nature
Anthony
..--PE PPER S-- _Fr~nted by si1;1gerFlea,
Chili of their influences, the band also
K1ed1s and bassist
(continued from page 15)
Peppers' shows are noted for reflects other sentiments that
are more traditionally associated
in Los Angeles for well over two their permeating lunacy and
with the funk school of thought
hyperactivity.
years.
that forms the base of their
cultivate
to
tried
has
band
The
Along with the Minutemen,
music.
of
the band has made a name for a Three Stooges attitude
"Get Up and Jump," a fast,
themselves by giving inspired insanity (Their publishing comdance tune, elicits a
intricate
that
performanc es and by playing pany is "MoeBeToBlame.")
the dance floor and
both
to
call
cut
first
the
in
perfectly
seen
1s
music
. a unique mixture of
bed.
into
"True
album,
drawing heavily from a number off their debut
Pseudo-poli tical messages,
Men Don't Kill Coyotes."
of different influences.
Grandmaste r Flash's tales
like
'Tm
As Kiedis proclaims:
The band plays a combination
paranoia, are seen in
urban
of
of hardcore white funk and gonna ride a sabertooth
but the guitar
Heaven,"
"Green
Hollywood
the
gh
pqwer rock insired by every- horse/Throu
of the Gang
reminiscient
is
~ork
thing from Jimi Hendrix to Hills/The farther west-the
Hendrixthe
especially
Four,
of
way
the
that's
farther out/Yea,
punk rock.
at the
used
feedback
ar
t
gui_
like
.
I feel."

,,;

WUNH's
Top Ten
Albums:
1. The Nails - Mood Swing
2. Los Lobos - How Will The
Wolf Survive
3. Neville Brothers - NevilleIzation
4. Time Zone - Wo~ld Des·
truction
5. Chaka Khan - Feel For You
6. Letsbreed! - Throbbing
Lobster, Volume 2
7. Eurythmics -1984 (For The
Love of Big Brother)
8. Staples Singers - Turning
Point
9. The Dickies - Stutkas Over
Disneyland
10. Frankie Goes To Hollywood - The Pleasure Dome
beginning of the song.
This association with the
Gang of Four is evident throughout the album and is due primarily to two factors. Like the
Gang, Chili Peppers are a bunch
of white boys playing, in essence, funk music. Along with
this, though, is the production
work, which was done by the
ex-guitarist from the Gang,
Andy Gill.
As on the Gang's first records,
the guitar work is emphasized,
sometimes to the point of
overwhelmin g the rhythm section, especially Flea's excellent
bass lines. However, like the

Singles:
1. The Smiths - How Soon Is
Now
2. Spinal Tap Hell

Christmas itJ

3. Scritti Politti - Hypnotise
4. Heaven 17 - This is Mine
5. Husker Du - Celebrated
6. Sisters of Mercy - Walk
Away
7. Uptown Rulers - Someone
Else's Fun
8. Hula - (No One Leaves The)
Fever Car
9. Red Lorry, Yellow Lorry Hollow Eyes
10. Alien Sex Fiend - Dead
And Buried
Gang of Four's excellent 1980
debut, "Entertainm ent!" this
first record from Chili Peppers
is, on the whole, a satisfying
experience, although it does
seem a bit stretched at times.
Overall, the varied nature of
their influences shifts the album
around to the point that it loses
a cohesive feel. Nevertheles s,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers have.
created a sound that is still more
consistent than most run-ofthe-mill rap and bogus funk that
. is heard on the radio these days
and because of the recombinant
nature of the music, it is also
much more interesting.
BY THOM MROZEK

- - - - - B e Ad ven tur ou s!! --- --

. --- --- ---- ---- --W RIT E FEATURES~
See Pat, Roo m 151, The MUB
for mor e info.

------KAPPA SIGMA-----(continued from page 4)
begun the "preliminary stages
of the groundwork," but that
it had done nothing "physical"
as yet.
"The stipulation is before
they can reoccupy the building,
the work must be completed,"
Cote said.

renovating the house.
"It's my understanding that
they will be making a presentation ( of their plans) very
soon," Kidder said.
Durham Fire Chief William
Cote said he understood that the
Kappa Sigma fraternity had

Kidder said that he and the
University would help Kappa
Sigma fraternity "any way we
can" in the upcoming renova-_
tion.
"We're interested in seeing
Kappa Sigma remain on campus
as a viable chapter," he said.

I Write Sports!!! I
College Work Study
Job Openings
Dover Ice Arena ti'

_ _ _ _ _ _PEDESTRIANS _ _ _ _ __
(continued from page 4)
in the middle. The whole plaza
will be bordered by hedges and
shrubs.
Wendy Vergov, a UNH freshman, said "it's not much for the
traffic to go around ( the detour).
I do think it's safer (for students) to have a walkway here."

McConnell Hall and Horton
Hall.
A circular plaza 95 feet in
diameter will be built between
Spaulding Life Sciences Center
and Kingsbury Hall. A 20-foot
circle of trees will be planted

Junior Marie Duprey, said she
thought College Road was a
"hassle for traffic and students,
especially when classes change."
"It's easier for the students,
of course, not having to worry
about the traffic," she said.

-

~

742-5463

Contact Dan Raposa

Karivan Jobs Available

Are you a bright, personable, hardworking
individual looking for a change of pace?

Hiring Bus Drivers

JOBS are avai1able with
University Catering and
Beverage Service
W orkstudy preferred - not necessary

Prefer work/ study
but will accept non-work study

Appfyinpe~ononfyro
Cynthia Sanderson
Director of Catering
Memorial Union Building ·

Accepting Applications Now

w

CO-Rec INNTERTuee

ATERPOLo

•
TIii•~ r\1 IT
I IIYla;;. VU I
WE'LL SUPPLY THE BALLS.

I

I

I

Your Bahamas College Week Includes:
• Round-trip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights accommodation in
Freeport (Freeport Inn-casual club like hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and opposite to
International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin er Atlantis Hotel-ideally located across the street from the
beach withir walking distance to ewerything). Price based on quad occupancy. Triple add-$50.00
Double add $ 100.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities for bellman,
chamermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties, music, fun.

J

Hotel Options
Nassau-Add $ 50. 00 for deluxe Sheraton British Colonial, add $ 60.00 for deluxe Pilot House Hotel
Freeport-Add $50.00 for first class Windward Palms Hotel.

Ft~•l~G~
•I -------------------------- II
.....

I

212-355-4705/800-223-0694 (rP<l;ervations only)

Bahamas College Weeks
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.YOU PROVIDE THE PLAYERS

Rosters are due:
Monday, January 28
Blank Rosters May be obtained in Room 151 of the Field House, or in the
commuter transfer center in the MUB.

Games Begin:
Monday, February 4 and _will be played Monday thru Thursday evenings.

Questions???
Drop in the Recreational Sports Office, Room 151 in the Field House, or call
862-2031.

I
I
I
I

INrER COLLEGIATE
HOLIDAYS INC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

.I
II

I

D
D
D
D
D
O
D

Jan 5-Jan 12
Jan 12-Jan 19
Jan 19-Jan 26
Feb 23-Mar 02
Mar 02-Mar 09
Mar 09-Mar 16
Mar 16-Mar 23

0
D
0
0
D
D

0
0
D
D
D
0
D

Mar 23-Mar 30
Mar 30-Apr 6
Apr 6-Apr 13
Apr 13-Apr 20
Apr 20-Apr 27
Apr 27-May 04

Check One:
Occupancy
D NASSAU
D FREEPORT
rJ Quad
(Sat. departures)
(Sat. departures)
Sounds good. I've checked the. week I want to party and enclosed

c:

a$

May 04-May 11
May 11-May 18
May 18-May 25
May 25-June 0 1
June 01-June 08
June 08-June 15
June 15-June 22

I
I
I
I

Ci Double

I

Triple
100 deposit•

I

- - - - - - - ·I
--------SCHOOL
NAME
I -

I

-I

DEPARTURE CITY

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

I •All prices plus 15"• tax and services.

1
1

I
I

ROOMMATES

Price based on departures from
New York (for Washington, D.C./Baltimore
& Boston add $40).
Each traveler must fill out separate form.
Prices will rise $25 on January I-Book Now.

I.

ZIP

PHNO.

Campus Rep/Office

I
1
1

I
I

'-----------------'

I

L••••••••••• • ~ ••••••••••• ••• J
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CCMICS

--FIRED--

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

M05T PRACTITIONERS
OF KARATE ARE
IM'PERVl005 TO PAIN

I HAPPEN TO 6£ OF
HIE PERVIOUS TO PAIN
PER6UA510N

DOONESBURY

By GARY TRUDEAU
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B.C.

By JOHNNY HART
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fr-?
.:::(ff'
OAT
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SHOE

By JEFF MACNELLY.

<cominued from page 1)
dents.
"We were asked to resign
because our intention was to be
partying with minors," Roberts
said.
The other Christensen RA
did not wish to be identified.
The Public Safety officers
who discovered the party told
the students they were trespassing and asked them to leave,
Roberts said.
There was an untapped keg
nearby, he said.
"We didn't claim it. In all
honesty, enough partying goes
on out there so we weren't sure
if it was ours or not," Roberts
said.
Currier admitted his actions
during a confidential session
with Area III Coordinator Anne
Miller ,

i:~

id

~

\YTili~mi:on i:taff

member.
Miller refused to comment
on the issue. "I don't think it's
other peoples business, frankly,"
Miller said.
"They've proved the consequences of being honest are too
high. Nobody is going to be
honest now," said a Williamson
RA. ·
Williamson resident Joe Galibois said Currier did break the
rules. "But I don't think he
should have gotten caught. He
of all people should have been
more careful."
"I _thcught it was kind of
cheap the way it happened.
Instead of remaining a private
matter it became a public matter," said Williamson resident
Alan Bergeron.
"I think the RAs should be
able to have a good time
amongst themselves," he said.
"If that (Currier's statement)
was in confidence, then it was
all wrong ( to ask for his resignation)," said another Williamson resident.
"I think they blew it all out
of proportion," she said.
"I really think it was a harsh
penalty. I think they (Residential Life officials) made a decision before they really considered the consequences. And
I think once they made their
decision they couldn't really back
up on it," said Williamson RA
Craig Ripel. ·
"I would say the action taken
was 'by the book'. But I don't
know that that would have been
what I would have done," said
Williamson RA Kevin Fortier.
Currier has been replaced by
Meg Whiston .
Whiston refused to comment
on her predecessor.
"As a professional, I feel
awkward talking about Bill,"
she said.
Scott Chesney, Residential
Life associate director also
refused to comment on Currier's
resi_gnation.
"On personnel-type situa-tions we always have to take the
line that such matters are private," Chesney said.
"There's nothing we' re trying
to hide or anything, but this stuff
just can't come from me,"
Chesney said.
One Williamson resident
assistant, said several RAs had
mentioned writing letters to
The New Hampshire about the
treatment Currier received.
"Scott Chesney said any RA
who wrote a letter to The New
Hampshire would be terminated,"· the RA said.
"We've had our freedom of
spee_ch threatened," he said.
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ARE YOU TIRED OF FINDING ONLY
RUN-DOWN DELAPIT ATED PLACES TO
LIVE IN DURHAM? HOW ABOUT LIVING
IN A BRAND NEW HOUSE OFF OF MILL
RD. ON 3 HEMLOCK WAY? WE HAVE 2
LARGE DOUBLES AVAILABNLE, 3
BATHS, FULL KITCHEN AND FURNISHED
LIVING ROOM WITH FIREPLACE, LARGE:
BACKYARD WITH GARDEN, RUNNING
AND CROSS - COUNTRY SKI TRAILS
OUT BACK-IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY-CALL 868-1482 AND LEAVE MESSAGE-DURING 1 /24/85to 2/3/85 CALL
436-5308 FOR MOERE INFORMATION
AND AN APPOINTMENT OR STOP BY
MWFSun 8-1 1 :30 AM OR EVENINGS
AFTER SIX.

l[Il)

1\-.---He_lP
Wanted_·

CLERK RECEPTIONIST WORK STUDY
JOB . Semester II. $3.35/hr. Mon through
Friday for office coverage at lunch time,
plus additional hours. Call Field Experience
Office 862-1184.
Work Study applicants needed at library.
$3 .55 /hr. to start. Call Mrs. Martling, 8621534 for an interview.
NEED MONEY? snow shovelers needed
everytime it snows' $4/hr. Receive 75%
of pay within 24 hrs. Call the Ground Shop
for more info 862-1691.

CLASSIFIED
Servm and R8PWI

I[5J

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING
AND TYPING AT REASONABLE PRICES.
RESUMES. 8% STUDENT DISCOUNT. 9
TO 5 SECRETARIAL SERVICE, STRING
BRIDGE, EXETER. 772-9585.

Nonsmoker Female to share with same2 bd remodeled Victorian duplex in a quiet
downtown Portsmouth neighborhood; On
Kari-VAn route;p off-street parking; no pets;
cheap utilities: mostly furnished; new
kitchen appliances, prefer graduate student. CAIi eves. 431-1018. $250/ mo.

INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT offers a variety of services to help with your job hunt
or career change. We provide career
guidance, job listings and a resume service.
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES,
22 Chestnut St., Office 2, Dover, NH Call
742-5616.
.
TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUME SERVICES,
ETC. REASONABLE RATES CONTACT:
CORRINE BROWN, 926-7947, mornings.
926-5784 ;:iftP.rnnnn~ P.. niohtc:
i

_
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Misc_for_~_
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Car for Sale: Datson 200 SX 280, low
mileage, sunroof, stereo, excellent condition. Call Diane at 868-6147.
For Sale: Peavey Back Stage Amp. & T30 Guitar with case & cond, mint condition
- $275 or B.O .. Call Dave 862-1818 or Ketih
(207) 439-3517.
Smith Corona Automatic Electra 210
typewriter. Best offer. 868-9812, 2-2383.
Ask for Nancy, 744 Stoke.
Car for sale: Datson 200 SX 280, low·
mileage, sunroof, stereo, excellent condition. Call Diane at 868-6147.
SNOW TIRES FOR SALE. F78-14, WW,
recaps, driven about 2,000 miles. Call Bob
at 862-1184.
AUTO BATTERY FOR SALE, 36 Month,
Maintenance Free. Only 2 months old. Call
Bob at 862-1184.

Car for sale: Datson 200 SX 280, low
mileage, sunroof, stereo, excellent condition. Call Diane at 868-6147.
5-String Banjo $100, Fiddle $75, Fiddle,
Banjo, guitar lessons from professional
player. Ryan Thompson 659-2658.
Car for sale: Datson 200 SX 280 , low
mileage, sunroof, stereo, excellent condition. Call Diane at 868-6147.

_Pers_onal•___,Jlri
To the wild ones In Suite 7 -looking forward
to a great semester with you three. When's
our next " roomie" adventure? This time,
let us pick the movie doe!
HI MICHELLE, I just wanted to wish you
a very Happy Birthday. 21 years old. That
means you are legal everywhere. Well, I'll
::,t:::t::: yuu Idler. DJG
Jon-Take good care of Kyle. I'm so psyched
that your legally allowed into Nicks. I'm
sure I'll be seeing a lot of you.
Jamen- so psyched to have you backseems we're destined to be roomies
forever-I promise not to be the lush I was
freshman year-At least we have beds
instead of my loft. Get prepared for lots
of fun . Love, Jill.
Sareah-Gonna miss you-you wierdoWe'II have to make plans to go gummybearing-I-country skiing and especially
sledding-Don't be a stranger. Love, Jill.
Kyle-Welcome to UNH. Hopefully you'll
have time to study between all the fun. Next
snowstorm don't forget-this time you'll
crawl to the bathroom! Yah right. Love,
Laurel Lane and Driveway (teehee)
DZ-Gonna miss it this semester. I can't
see why we con't just be in the sorority
and bag the academics. I'll ·be good and
ready to party next semester Annie-Good
luck with the new pledges-I'll be by soon.
Love, Jill.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LJINI!! Finally, you can
get legally plowed in Massachusetts!
Espedally on the Cape! Love Seg.
Happy birthday JoJo! Enjoy yourself' CGH
Slinky, Dave A. , Mike, Konrad, Fax, Andy
(oops), Steve, Keith, Amy , Dedi , Anne,
Deanne, Tomasen, Tracy, Jen, Diane (Hellooo Diane), Dewey, Joanne, Kim, Diana,
Carol, Heidi, Jim, Scott, T.J ., Russ, Paul,
Larry, Greg, Marc, Shaun, Coleman, Trevor,
David Anderson, Nicole and Sue; and the
rest of the Randall Third; Marnie, Lianimal,
Lorre , .Dee-Dee, Jenniffer, Pattie, Cath,
Linda, and Beezee; Ellen (Ex. J.R.}, Jackie,
Diane, Kelly, Terry, Kevin, the Ryan O'Neil
fan club, Julie, Tammy and Sue: Thank you
for the best semester of my life. Each and
everyone of you made my semester
memorable, happy, and WICKED interesting. It was how you might say "THE BAi...LS!"
9aol< in California I'll rcmcmbc,

c;aL,11

uf

Kyle, I'm still here for you kiddo. Don't worry
you'll be plenty busy besides. Good luck
as a new sister. Let's go out on Friday, K?
Miss you. Love, your big sis.

Too cheap, such a bargain, only a buck
Use this form
for your next
purchase:
□ For Sale

□ Help Wanted □ Services □ Housing
□ Rides □Travel □Yard Sales □ Sports

□Lost & found

The New Hampshire
Pre-Paid Class Ad Form

I

RATES: $1.00 for 45 words par Insertion
Each addltlonal run: $1.00
All ads MUST be prepaid

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: Advertiser'• name:
Address:
Phone:

To Run: -

HOLD THE MAYO PRODUCTIONS Presents 4 scoops of (Swiss) Chocolate Ice
Cream, 3 Pirate Kings to go, 2 Moaning
Mushrooms, and an automatic umbrella
in a descending elevator. Pore Joe is daid,
Pore Joefish is daid ... must have been the
food!
LINDA- How goes it? I realize you don't
read this paper but its the thought that
counts. Besides it this or nothing, I will never
come visit you because the one weekend
that I plan to come up you go away. Good
timing. I won 't come to graduation anymore
either. Have a good time Sunday night at
the concert, I'll be thinking of you.

you as you study too long and too hard,
trudge to class through endless snow, and
dance to disco at Nick's. Far be it from me
Betsy-Thanks for coming over for spagetti
to suggest that your ways are in any way
the other night (thanks $teph for coming
inferior to ours, but I do think each of you
along too) .I know we can have a good time
(except T.J . cause he's too old and about
this semester so don't be afraid to call if
to graduate, and Dave A. 'cause he's never
you have some free time.
gunna graduate as it is) N.H. type of people
Caroline-Thanks for all the good times this
ought to consider the exchange program
break. If only you would go off the wall a
and spend a semester at San Diego. You
little more. Cheers, Hugs, and Smile.
don't have to take special courses in "surf
Liz-Good to see you eating that quality food
lingo" or "laid back talk" to communicate.
at Burger King. Spagetti dinner for 4 with
Southern Cal. isn't quite NORTHERN
a couple days notice. Make your reserCALIFORNIA, but what is? Anyways, if any
vations now to ensure good seating! Black
of you get a chance to write, I'd sure like
to hear from you. If you make it out to San . tie affair, earrings optional.
Diego I'll be a senior at S.O.S.U. for the
Lisa-"TRUST ME"
next two and a half years so look me up.
Mary-Good job on the Budget.Good luck
Good luck to all, and God bless--Kac Kacy
next year, and be prepared to take over
"from San Diego" Gott, 1604 Sweetbriar
in two weeks
D~.sanJose,CA,9512~

Use The New Hampshire Classifieds ....
They get results!

□ Personal

JOHN- Well now I've resumed your
position of filling in the 'little' spaces of
the paper with very witty and boring things.
Sure you don't want to come back to UNH?
It hasn't been too bad this first night its
only about 4:30 and the end is in sight! See
ya around .

flmes

Larel-Lane Get psyched for a fantastic
semester. Chris are we really gonna do
this? Let's have a party soon, K? Love, Jill
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APPLY NO W
1985 Tran sfer Orie ntat ion
Staf f Needed
.
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A chance to work with \l
1
peopl e and have fun too!
-----------·

.

__

. ...

-- ----- -

HAIR WORKS
UNLIMITE-D

-,----- ---

Appl icatio ns and
Deta ils Available
at the Com mute r
Tran sfer Cent er
RM 136 MUB
862-3612
Ask for June or Alan

For heads
that turn
heads

·H-a ir & Skin Cor e

)\

155 Fron t St.
Exete r, NH
772- 2361

35 Main St.

Durh am, NH
868- 7051
(acro ss from P.O.).

Ope n 7 day s a wee -kl
Dead line 2/15 /85
This is a Paid Posi tion

Q& cfwalk· in or appt.

AT TE NT IO N
AL L ·SO PH OM OR ES
. The Air Forc e ,needs offic ers with you r
bac kgro und , whe the r it be Libe ral Arts ,
Eng inee ri·ng, Scie nce , or Mat h, E-arn a
com mis sion in two yea rs whi le you earn you r
·
deg ree.

Call AFRO.TC _now at
862 -14 80 or stop by
Roo m 208 -at Zais Hall..

BO TC

Gatewa y to a great way of life.
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SPORT SHORTS

"It's hard to socialize with
and 200 butterfly in the New
Right now, Cole, Clohisy and
England Championship. Last your head under the water," Cole teammates are concentrating
year, she again earned All- notes.
on the task at hand. With a 4At race time, both swimmers 1 record, UNH resumes comAmerica for her performance
in the 200 butterfly.
are all business. Cheers and petition Jan. 15 at Dartmouth.
"They've brought dedication laughter are forgotten when The Wildcats will be peaking
Seniors Bob Connolly and Rich Mazzocca have
to the program," says Rowe, they mount the starting block. for the New England Chambeen named co-captains of the University of New
"Emily sets a good example pionship Feb. 22 and for a
who pauses for a moment and
Hampshire 1984-85 indoor track team.
continues, "It's hard to pick out for a competitive swimmer," possible sixth consecutive trip
Connolly, a native of Lynnfield, Mass., is one
individuals. Martha and Emily her coach says. "She gets up for to the NCAA Division II Chamof the top weight men for the Wildcats. A graduate
have played a large part in good competition. She's aggres- pionship.
of St. John's Prep, he is a three-year letterman.
competition, but I feel strongly sive. And she knows what she
When asked what they will
His best efforts include 46-11 in the shot put, 48about the team concept. Eve- has to do for the race.
remember most when their
9 in the 35-pound weight throw and 152 feet in
rybody needs each other."
"While Emily is a sprinter, UNH swimming career conthe hammer throw.
Both swimmers agree. Says Martha swims middle distance clude in March, neither
Mazocca is also a three-year letterman at UNH.
Cole, "We're not just compet- as well as sprints. She never swimmer hesitates. Pointing
He is from Dedham, Mass., and a graduate of
itors. We try to be somebody gives up and this exemplifies at each other, Cole says "MarXaverian High School. His top performances include
that our teammates can talk to." her hard work in practice."
tha" and Clohisy says "Emily"
50.2 in the quarter-mile and 1: 15 in the 600 yard
"They set an example in
Both swimmers credit their and they both _giggle in unison.
run.
Lisa Markley is a junior from
wor~outs because they crave parents for their support. "EmBoth athletes qualified for the Eastern Chamhard work," says Rowe. "They ii y and I are grateful for our Loudon, N.H., majoring in
pionships
last year and are expected to do so again
parents'
support over the past sports communications at
might make a face during it, but
this season. Connolly is a Chemisty major, while
they get in there and give 100 four years," Clohisy says, adding, UN H. Presently, she is an
Mazzocca is a dean's list student in the Whittemore
percent. That's why they're co- '_'My parents haven't missed a intern in the UN H Sports
School of Business.
Information Office.
captains and outstanding home meet yet."
swimmers."
Hard work aside, Cole and
Clohisy have a reputation for
craziness when out of water.
<continued from page 22)
Between races, they can be seen
Grady Vigneau has resigned as an assis~ant f<?otball
leading team cheers, chatting
coach
at the University of New Hampshire. Vigneau
with teammates and spreading
spent six years on the Wildcat staff, including the
good cheer. Along with several
we've all been swimming pretty backstoke with a season best
last two as offensive line coach. The resignation
other swimmers, Cole has been
fast in practice. So we were 2:03.7 (one second Swasey pool
was effective Dec. 31.
know to slip into Bermuda
looking forward to the meet record) and second in the 200
shorts, baggy t-shirt and a
with Bowdoin, to maybe get a Individual Medley Relay.
fisherman's -cap between races
little revenge for last year."
Divers Alan Beaulieu and
and parade around the pool deck
Revenge it was, as UNH Tim Bryant claimed eight points
cheering on her fellow
pulled out a 65-48 conquest of apiece as they alternated 1-2
<continued from page 24)
swimmers.
Bowdoin. Senior Co-captain Bob finishes in the one and threeRowe describes Cole as the
Schuler and sophomore Phil meter events.
by more than four points. The They travel to New York this
enthusiastic, "buoyant" type,
Hugo led the Cats to victory
Bowdoin had three winners outside shooting of Lewis and weekend to play some more of
while Martha is more silent and
with a win in each of their as Tom Balle took the 200 fly, Dale kept the Huskies in front the NAC elite. Tomorrow they
straight-faced. "But," Rowe
events. Schuler placed first in Tom Hiulton the 200 J.M. and at the half 29-26. UNH recei-. ed play a Niagara team that was
adds, "her quick wit keeps
the 50 and 100-freestyle, Hugo Bill Berghoff in the 200 breas- good first half performances lucky to escape Durham with
everyone loose and in stitches."
earned 10 points in the 500 and troke.
.
from Johnson and inside men a two point win several weeks
Explaining the craziness, 1000 freestyle.
UNH's next meet will be DiGrande, Bridge and Koop- ago. Then Monday they will do
Clohisy says, "The season is so
Other key contributors were against UVM Saturday at 1 :00 man.
battle with Canisius, who owns
long and you d9n't talk to
freestyler Doug Gordon in the in Vermont.
The Wildcats are now 3-14 a 7-0 Conference record.
anyone in workouts."
200 and Steve Moriau in the
overall and 2-5 in NAC play.

Track Captains

-----M.SWIM----

Vigneau Resigns

----M.HOOP----

Get involved with the BEST!

The New Hampshire
is looking for reporters and pfiotographers.
Positions available in news arts and feature and sports

Requirements: DEDICATION and ENTHUSIASM
Become a part of one of the most consistently, nationally
recognized college newspapers in the nation. The New
Hampshire, THE source at UNH, is your key to the future!

Apply at room 151 in the MUB
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Women swimmers beat Springfield1 lose to Green
By Steve Langevin
Robinson took a pair of seconds
Seven victories and a second against Springfield and a first
for Emily Cole, as well as six and a second in the Dart-rr1outh
firsts from Martha Clohisy, meet.
carried the UNH women
Ann Lowrie was the strength
swimmers to a split of two of the diving team, posting wins
meets during the Christmas in both the one and three meter
break.
dives against Springfield. She
The Wildcats fell to a pow- was defeated by aritz and Waterful Dartmouth team 76-64, kins of Dartmouth in the three
but then_rebounded for a 74-59 meter event, but got her revenge
victory over-SpringfieJd College in the one meter dive by beating
last Saturday, bringing--tlieit ___-chem both.
season record to 5-2. .
Also making significant conIn the Springfield meet Cole tributions to the success of the
captured the 200 Free, the 100 Wildcats were frosh Abby Robb,
Fly, and swam on the victorious Debbie Ewell, Amy Austin,
200 Free Relay · team. Mean- Sarah Terrill and Melissa Lawwhile Clohisy was part of the rence. Robb won the 100 Free
winning 200 Medley Relay team against Springfield and took
and -w-on the 200 Fly and the 50

.:,econd .i n t he 50 F r ee .in both

Free.
Pam Birsinger continued her
excellent swimming as well,
winning three of the four breaststroke events in the two meets
and placing second in the other.
She also swam on two victorious
Medley Relay teams.
In the backstroke events Beth

meets. Ewell, Austin, and Terrill
all participated in a pair of relay
wins. Also Lawrence garnered
second place finished in both
meets in the 100 Fly.
The Wildcats will try to
improve their mark to 6-2
tomorrow when they take on
S_mith College on the road.

Men's swim team
cools Polar Bears
By Tom Lane
The men's swim team initiated the second half of their
season January 11 with a close
loss to Dartmouth, 67-45.
On the Cat's expectations of
Dartmouth, Junior Steve Moreau commented, "It's the first
time we swam against them this
year and we went into the meet
knowing they were quite a bit
better than us, because they' re
not in the New England Conference. We've been back at
school since January 3rd doing
double practices, swimming five
hours a day. So we were kind
of tired going into the meet, and
we're just going in to see what
we could do for times, sort of
use it for a workout type-thing.
We really didn't have any high
expectations."
UNH turned in some fine
performances versus Dart. mouth, but it wasn't enough.
Junior diver Alan Beaulieu led

The UNH women's swim team defeated Springfield recently to lift its record to 5-2.(Frank
Consentino file photo)

the 'Cats with victories in both
the one and three meter dives
(200.3 and 197.7) while Doug
Gordon and Gino Margarino
took first's in the 200 I.M.
(2:06.32) and 500 freestyle
(5:03.14) .
Dartmouth's strong lineup
claimed victories in both the 400
Medley and the 400-freestyle
relay events. 1n· the 200backstroke and the 1000, 200,
100 and 50-freestyle, UNH
could place no higher than
second, while Dartmouth swept
the 200-fly and the 200breaststroke enroute to victory.
On Tuesday, January 22, the
Wildcats faced the Bowdoin
squad in a meet Moreau said,
"was going to be fairly close
because last year they beat us
by one point. Today (Thurs.)
was the last day of our double
workouts and this past week
M.SWIM, page 21

Heart of women's swim team
By Lisa Markley
We were all a little giddy."
adds Clohisy as Cole bobs her
Cole and Clohisy, dubbed the head in agreement.
Carol Rowe, University of
Clohisy and Cole are two of
New Hampshire women's swim- "Monotone Queen" by her team~ing coach, is smiling. She has mates, giggle at the memory and a kind. The pair came to UNH
just been asked to recount a Clohisy rolls her eyes as Cole tpree and a half years ago, Cole
humorous story about two of puts her index fingers over her from Lewiston, N.Y., and Clohher swimmers, senior co- head like horns and pr_e tends isy from Bradford, Mass., and
joined forces to help UNH gain
capt ains Emily Cole and Martha to gore her teammate.
You don't have to be crazy to prominence on the New EngClohisy.
"It's hard to pick out a story swim on the UNH swimming land and national levels.
Cole won the NCAA 100-yard
about Emily because she's on team, but it helps. Spending the
a roll so much," says Rowe with better part.of the school year butterfly as a freshman and
with the same teammates and received All-America honors
a laugh.
She's thoughful for a moment a good chunk of each day sub- her freshman and sophomore
and says, "last season, we were merged in a tank of water have years. She holds school records
driving home from the New done little to dampen the spirits in six butterfly and freestyle
events and has posted several
Englands after a tiring, three- of Cole and Clohisy.
"When you' re around a group first-place finishes in the New
day meet at the University of
Maine. It was late and everyone for so long, you have inside England Championship.
Clohisy also captured Allwas exhausted. Well, from the · jokes," explains Cole. "All our
back of the van, Martha started nervous energy gets channeled America honors as a freshman,
- a year in which she won the 100
singing "The Sound of Music" toward craziness."
"If it's all high pressure
at the top of her lungs and I was
laughing so hard I was crying. swimming, you lose interest," ~WIMMERS, page 21
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HOCKEY EAST Standings

SCHOOL

w

<continued from page 24)

L

T

PCT.

POINTS

Boston College

18

7

0

· .720

36

Boston University

13

10

2

.560

28

9

11

2

.454

20

10

18

0

.357

20

NEW HAMPSHIRE

8

15

o.

.348

16

Lowell

8

16

0

~333

16

Maine

4

17

0

.190

8

Providence
Northeastern

enthusiasm," Leach commented. game-winning goals.
.
"Everyone has their confidence
Junior Shane Skidmore was
now."
moved back to defense when
"When a team gets in a losing UNH knocked. off the then
rut like we were in there's a number one team in the country,
negative feeling after every Minnesota, 3-2 on Dan Muse's
game. But now we are in a good OT goal.
CAT NOTES-UNH has sevgroove since Christmas because
we started believing in our- en of its remaining 11 games
selves," Leach added.
at Sniveley, starting tonight and
A key to the resurgence of the tom mo row against W isconsin.
team has been the increased " It's always fun playing at
contribution of the Freshmen. Sniveley, especially when there
Leach, since returning from the are lots of fans there," Robinson
U.S. Junior Team over Christ- said.
mas , has scored in fi ve of the
UNH will face Providence
last 6 games, playing on a line twice, Maine twice, Lowell twice
with Scott Ellison and Fresh- and BU and BC before the
man Mike hussetti. Rossetti playoffs. All seven Hockey East
set up the overtime goal against · teams make the playoffs, but
BC with a nice pass to Peter only the top four have home ice.
Herms.
"We' re shooting for home ice
Another Freshman, Quintin right now. We're only four
Brickley is playing on a line with points behind Northeastern.
classmate Tim Hanley and Se- We'd like to catch them and
nior Ralph Robinson. Since Providence." Dwayne Robinson
playing regularly Brickley has said.
picked up two of the last three

_

, '\

:

l

.... '

IT'
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Rally falls short
for women's b-ball
By Steve Langevin
The UNH women's basketball team put itself in a hole
early and couldn't quite make
it all the way back as they
dropped a 69-57 decision to the
University of Massachusetts
Minutewomen in Amherst last
_
night.
A combination of UNH mistakes and hot shooting by
UMass allowed the Minutewomen to go ahead by as many
as 20 points during the first half.
The Wildcats started to close

of shots attempted and rebounds. UMass attempted 53
shots compared to only 39 for
UNH, and outrebounded the
'Cats 36-23 for the game.
Tara Lewis was the mainstay
for UMass, scoring 18 points
and pulling down nine rebounds. UNH captain . Kelly
Butterfield had another strong
game, finishing with 16 points
and six rebounds. Also playing well for the Wildcats were
frosh Michelle Altobello and
sophomore Kathy Shorey. Al-

the .e-ap l:HP in the h~Jf ~nd

tobello, ~ho has played very

well since being inserted in a
starting guard spot, added 12
points on four-of-five shooting
from the floor, while Shorey
came off the bench to score 11
points, as she made five-of-six
·shots from the floor.
The Wildcats, now 5-10, came ·
into the game on the crest of
a two-game winning streak,
having just knocked off Siena
76-59 and Holy Cross 71-64.
They had also -participated in
the Miami Classic over New
Year's, where they defeated
Cleveland State 76-67, but lost
to Jackson State and Oklahoma.
Butterfield, who was struggling early in the year when she
was learning to cope with the
Kelly Butterfield(30) played well in a losing cause last night as the Wildcats lost to UMass 69double-teaming efforts of the
57.(Robin Stieff file pho~o)
opposition, has really begun to
assert herself. She has led the
team in rebounding in each of
the last five games and in
scoring in the last six. She's now
By J. Mellow
face-off to the right of Lhe UNH ,- Cornell ind St. Lawrence in games with Providence this past leading the team with an avernet, tying the score at 2-2.
The UNH Women's ice hockupstate New-York bx the scores weekend, the UNH team retains age of 14 points and nine
At 9:28 UNH answered back of 6-0 and 9-3.
ey team brought their season
its number one ranking with a rebounds per game. Her leadwhen PC's Lori Marotta was
record to 7-1 this month defeatUNH clearly dominated both 7 -1 season record and a 134-7 - ership qualities, along with her
ing both Cornell and St. Law- given a penalty for boarding and games, outshooting Cornell 45- 2 eight year mark.
.
skills make her an important
the Wildcat' Beth Barnhill put 17 and St. Lawrence 48-20.
rence on a New York Swing
Both UNH and Providence cog in this team.
in the second power play goal
January 10 and 11 and splitting
Though the bus trip itself were undefeated going into the
With Butterfield playing as
of the night.
a two-game series January 19
took a toll on the team, McCurdy two-game series, UNH at 6-0 well as she is and with the
Siddall then completed her maintains that the team "needed and PC at 7-0-1. Providence's improvement the young players
-and 20 with defending ECAC
hat trick 14:26 into the third those games."
Champions Providence College
only tie came against Northeast- have made and are continuing
period and though PC's Maro ta
winning the first game 5-3 and
"We hadn't played since De- ern, who the Wildcats defeated to make, this is a team that could
was able to trickle the puck past cember 9," said McCurdy, "plus 2-1 in overtime November 30. be dangerous if they reach their
losing the second 4-1.
Wildcat goalie Cathy Narsiff, the fact that games against such The Wildcats take on Nor- preseason goal of the play-offs.
The defeat gave the Lady Cats
an empty net goal at 17:31 by teams gives the freshmen game theastern for the second time
their first loss of the season, but
They return to action Tuesday
junior Bridget Stearns sealed experience. On the UNH squad, this season this Friday in Bos- when they host the Big Green
after the game UNH Head
the lid shut on the UNH win. Coach Russ McCurdy said he
ton.
such experience is needed."
of Dartmouth in the Lundholm
was "hardly disappointed."
"Our goalie mishandled a
Though the Wildcats split the
Gymnasium at 7 p.m.
"I expected to have a two-year goal," said McCurdy alluding
building program, this being to one of PC's tallies. "We
the first year," said McCurdy.
worked for .ours. It should be
"We're a lot farther along than different tomorrow."
I thought we'd be. I didn't expect
And different it was. On
them (UNH) to be in first place Saturday UNH had gotten the
at this point."
opportunities, on Sunday there
A hat trick from returning were none.
.
veteran Janel Siddall and three
UNH was outshot period by '
assists from linemate Cheryl period, 10-5, 13-4 and 7-6.
Allwood led the Wildcats to Intercepted passes, missed chantheir win Saturday night against ces and a young defense seemed
Providence. Siddall, the Cats'
to plague the Cats while PC's
leading scorer last season, had experience took over.
been out since November 30
The PC offense was led by
with pulled ligaments in her junior Cindy Curley with two
right knee.
goals and senior Donna Salvoni
Though Providence was able with a goal and two assists,
to open the scoring 7 :08 into while UNH's Cathy Narsiff
the first period, Siddall ans- kept the Cats in the game with
wered back just 1: 19 later with 30 saves for a two-game total
her first goal of the night on of 55.
a pass across the slot from center
Though UNH ser..tior Lauren
Vivienne Ferry.
Apollo was able to put the Cats
UNH finally took the lead at on the board with a power play
17: 19 into the period when PC's goal l~:25 into the first period
Sheila Guinee was given a bringing the score to 2-1 PC,
penalty for interference and UNH was unable to score again.
Siddall put in her second goal,
"We're still a freshman team,"
bringing the score to 2-1 UNH. said McCurdy alluding to
The Wildcats were unable to UNH's overall play. "I saw good
hold onto the lead, however, things and bad things. We lack
· when 3:59 and 5:17 into the a little poise, but I think we can
second period UNH players play better. It's a question of
Karen McBarron and Sue Hunt experience--being able to think
were dealt penalties for "inter- and act at the same time, that
ference and holding, respective- will come with time."
ly. With UNH two down, PC's
In other games this month, The top-ranked UNH women's ice hockey team split a pair of games with second-ranked
Guinee was able to score on a the 1 ::idy Cats defeated both
Providence last weekend. (Robin Stieff file photo)
pulled to within 41-28 by halftime.
"We turned the ball over too
often," commented UNH assistant coach Cathy lngelese,"and UMass shot very well."
The Wildcats continued to
play better in the second half.
At one point they were able to
whittle the UMass lead down
to seven, however they just ran
out of gas and could never get
any closer.
The difference in the game
· was not at the foul line, where
the teams were almost identical;
UNH(l7-24) and UMass(l726), or in shooting percentages
from the floor, where the Wildcats shot 51 % to UMass' 49%,
but instead from the number

Lady Cats hold number one ranking
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Sports
Men hoopste rs shock Huskies 57-55
By Chris Urick
On a cold Thursday night in
January, two basketball teams
on opposite ends of the North
Atlantic Conference standings
met at the Matthews Arena in
Boston.
Northeastern stood at the top
of the Conference standings
with an unblemished 6-0 mark,
had won 23 straight Conference
games dating back to 1982, and
had won 21 straight games on
their home court. Meanwhile
the UNH Wildcats came in at
2-14 for the season and had just
lost their top scorer, freshman
James Best, for the remainder
of the season with a knee injury.
Who would have thought that
an upset lay in waiting, certainly
not Northeastern. However
UNH, led by the sterling shooting and leadership of junior
guard Rodney J ohnsoo., pulled
it off, defeating their Goliath,
Northeastern, 57-55 last night.
UNH's Ty Bridge set the tone
for the 'Cats at the start of the
second half by scoring the first
two points of the half to pull
the 'Cats within one 29-28. After
NU's Reggie Lewis put the
Huskies back up by three with
a jumper, UNH tied it on a free
throw by Ted DiGrande and a
jumper by Johnson.
NU opened· a 39-35 lead on
the strength of back-to-back
hoops by Basquait and Quintin
Dale, but UNH rebounded to
take the lead with less than ten
minutes to play on back-to-back
baskets by Todd Black and
DiGrande at 43-42.
A ten-footer by Black tied the
score at 47-all, but the Huskies
forged out to a 50-47 lead on
a three point play by Basquait
with under four minutes remaining.
The Wildcats, no strangers
to being in a close game at the
end, cut it to 50-49 on another
Johnson jumper, and after Lewis

connected on one of two free
throws, DiGrande snuck in for
a layup to tie the game with 1:49
to play.
Basquait put NU back on top
by two, but with 52 seconds left
Johnson made a pressure
jumper, and with a foul underneath on Northeastern, UNH
had tied the score and had the
ball.
The Wildcats held the ball
right to the end of the shot clock
and as the buzzer sounded
Johnson hit yet another jumper,
this time in heavy traffic, to give
UNH a 55-53 lead with 17
seconds left. After two Husky
misses, UNH center Dirk Koopman snared the rebound and was
immediately fouled. He connected on both ends of the one-andone, giving UNH a four point
cushion.
Northeastern scored with five
seconds left and then fouled
DiGrande immediately on the
inbounds pass. After he missed
the free throw, Northeastern
called a timeout with one second
left to plan their strategy for
a final shot, however a desperation shot at the buzzer by
Andre LaFleur missed.
Before the shot had even
touched the ground DiGrande
had rushed over to the sideline
and hoisted his coach, Gerry
Friel, into the air.
The first half was played
relatively even, with both teams
matching baskets. Northeastern
led most of the way, but never
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The men's b-ball team has lost James Best(14). for the season, but still knocked off NAC power
_Northeastern last night.(Steve Langevin file photo)

Wildcat men's hockey team on a roll
By Chris Heisenberg
When the students last looked
at the Hockey East standings
before they started studying for

finals, the UNH men's hockey
team was in last place with a
0-13 record.
There must have been more

than a few surprised students
when they opened their paper
upon coming back and found
UNH the number ten ranked

The UNH men's hockey team has won eight of their last ten league games to move into a tie for fifth in Hockey East and into
tenth in a national poll.(Charles Smith Jr. file photo)

team IN THE COUNTRY.
UNH has worked its way
within two games of third place
Northeastern and Providence
College, with an 8-15 record.
UNH also has five games in hand on Northeastern.
The reason for the turnaround, according to the team,
is confidence. "The biggest
thing is our confidence," Senior
Tri-Captain Dwayne Robinson
said. "We kept our confidence
because we knew we could turn
it around." "First we swept
Michigan Tech, and we split
with Denver, thats where we
turned it around. After that we
weilt up to the Auld Lang Syne
tournament and won big (114 over Vermont and 9-4 over
Dartmouth).''
-"We've been getting great
goaltending recently, both from
Bruce (Gillies) and Greg
(Rota)," Robinson said after .
Gillies won the Hockey East
player of the week. Gillies' 45save performance in a 4-3
overtime win over Hockey East
leader Boston College last Wednesday and 29 saves in the
Wildcats 7-4 victory over Northeastern last Saturday earned
him the award. The week before
freshman Steve Leach had garnered the award for his outstanding play at Northern Michigan.
"We've really pulled together
now, playing with more zip and
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